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Senate Opens Debate
On Tax Cut Measure
WASHINGTON t AP) — Under
renewed pressure from President Ford for
quick action, the Senate is opening debate
on a massive tax-cut bill aimed at in-
creasing consumer spending and reducing
the unemployment rolls.
The $29.2-billion tax cut approved by the
Senate Finance Committee is $9.3 billion
above what the House voted and $13 billion
more than Ford recommended. But there
are indications the total may be even
higher when the Senate passes the bill and
sends it to a conference with the House.
Addressing a news conference Monday
night in South Bend, bid., Ford said it has
been "two months and two days" since he
first proposed a tax cut. "If we could get
the tax reduction bill out of Congress
promptly, it would be the best hope to
stimulate the economy and to provide
jobs," he said. Administration officials
recently have expressed cautious op-
timism that the economy already is
showing signs of perking up.
"I hope that before Congreas goes on
Easter recess, Congress will enact a bill
like I proposed, or one similar to it," Ford
said.
Congress is scheduled to begin a 10-day
Easter recess the middle of next week.
Senate leaders have said they would be
willing to postpone the start in order to
clear the tax legislation.
The biggest hurdle in the way of quick
Senate approval is not the size of the
proposed tax cut but House insistence that
the oil depletion allowance be repealed.
This provision, which allows $2.5-billion
in tax benefits annually for the petroleum
industry, is sure to spark a Senate-floor
battle that will delay for at least two days a
final vote on the tax cut.
Oil-state senators have promised a
filibuster to preserve the tax break, which
they say is necessary to attract investors
willing to supply the money needed to find
new oil and gas.
In its report on the tax bill, the Finance
Committee said a cut of around $30 billion
is required to bring the economy out of its
slump.
"While it would be helpful, the $19.9-
billion tax cut provided in the House bill
would not be adequate to do this job, par-
ticularly in view of the fact that the
economic situation has generally con-
tinued to deteriorate since the House ac-
tion was taken."
Treasury Secretary William E. Simon
indicated Monday the Ford administration
considers the Senate tax bW too generous.
He voiced the fear that a tax cut too large
would raise federal deficits so high that
private borrowers might be forced out of
the money markets.
(See Tax Cut, Page 10
Suit Filed Over School
Dispute In Marshall Co.
PADUCAH, Ky. ( API — Members of a
committee representing the Gilbertsville-
Briensburg division of the Marshall Coun-
ty School District have filed suit charging
discrimination against some school
children and taxpayers in the county.
The suit, filed in U. S. District Court in
Paducah Monday, alleges discrimination
by unequal spending of federal education
funds.
Defendants include the three members
of the Marshall County Board of
Education, School Supt. Reed Conder,
Casper Weinberger, secretary of the U. S.
Department of Health Education and
Welfare, and Terrell Bell, federal com-
missioner of education.
Members of the committee organized a
boycott of classes at two elementary
schools earlier this month in protest of a
board vote to close the Briensburg school
in May.
Earl Osborne, former chief justice of the
state Court of Appeals, said in the suit that
the board planned also to close the Gilber-
tsville school.
The plaintiffs asked for an injunction
prohibiting the closure of any schools in
the division, $500,000 in damages, a jury
trial and another order barring payment of
federal funds until school officials -case
and desist from arbitrarily discriminating




Fisheating Creek" is the title of a film-
lecture to be presented by Richard Kern at
Murray State University Thursday, March
20, as the last of a series of five programs
by the National Audubon Society on the
campus this year.
Scheduled at 7 p.m. in the auditorium of
the University School, the program
sponsored by the Department of Biological
Sciences is open to the public at no ad-
mission charge.




A revision of the schedule for die
Calloway County Schools for the
remainder of the current school year has
been announced by William B. Miller,
superintendent of Calloway County
Schools.
Miller said classes were dismissed in the
schools four days last week due to the
extreme weather conditions which will
make the final day of school now on
Friday, May 30, instead of the original
date given for the closing of the 1974-75
school year.
Graduation for Calloway County High
School will be on Thursday, May 29, with
the baccalaureate scheduled for Sunday,
May 25. May 29 will be a professional day
for the teachers and students will attend
school for one-half day on Friday, May 30,
The Calloway Schools will dismiss on
Thursday and Friday, March 20 and 21, for
the Kentucky Basketball Tournament.
Monday, April 7, will be an In-Service'
Training day for teachers of Calloway
County. Spring break for the Calloway
Schools will be from April 14 to 18, Miller
said.
Rain Likely
Rain likely, possibly a thundershower or
two today, tonight and Wednesday. Highs
today mid 50s. Lows tonight upper 30s.
Highs Wednesday mid 40s. Outlook for
Thursday, decreasing cloudiness and cool.
Probabilities of measurable precipitation
60 per cent today, 90 per cent tonight and 70
per cent Wednesday.
proximately 90 minutes t, the Audubon
Wildlife Film shows the cypress creek
which winds its way to the western shore of
Lake Okeechobee during both summer and
winter.
The concept of private ownership and
preservation of wilderness lands runs as a
strong theme through the film dealing with
the wildlife around the creek. Kern was
one of 10 men who purchased a 400-acre




SPELLING BEE WINNERS — Tommy Brown, manager of the Capri-Cheri theatres
and vice-president of Murray Theatres, Inc. presents the awards to winners of
the Calloway County spelling bee held Saturday. The prizes, totaling over $100
were donated by the theatres. Winners are, from left, Terry Tucker, eighth grade
winner and second place overall; Kathy Lovett, seventh grade winner and grand
champion; and Cheryl Scott, sixth grade winner and third place overall. Other




An oratorical contest open to all boys
and girls of Murray and Calloway County
who have not reached the age of 16 will be
conducted by the Murray Optimist Club on
Tuesday, April 1, at 730 p.m. at the Lovett
Auditorium, -Murray State University.
Trophies will be awarded to first place,




A Murray State University student,
Roger T. Biggs, was found dead in his
apartment this morning, according to a
spokesman for the Special Investigation
Division of the Murray Police Depart-
ment.
Biggs, a 24-year-old senior student from
Paducah, died from a self-inflicted gun-
shot wound according to preliminary
findings.
Deputy Coroner James Blalock said that
Coroner Max Morris, who was out of town
this morning, would make an official in-
vestigation and report his findings later
today.
Investigators said he had apparently
been dead since sometime Friday
Biggs was a 1969 graduate of Paducah
Tilghman High School and was expected to
graduate from MSU with a double major in
German and English this May. He was the
son of Mr. and Mrs. James R. Biggs of
Paducah.
TOP AWARD WINNERS— Carol Miller (right), a senior sculpture major from
Louisville, was the winner of the $150 School Purchase Award, the top award
in the annual Student Art Show at Murray State University. Barry Johnson (mid-
dle) of Murray, who is the liniversity photographer and a graduate art
assistant, won a $100 Schnol Purchase Award. ,Kai Spencer (left), ad-
ministrative assistant to the president, presented the awards to the winners.
Ricky Arrowood of Hopicirisville (not present),i junior printmaking major,
won a $50 School Purchase .ASvard. The exhibit will be in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery on the fourth floor of On, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center through April 4
addition the first place winners of the
contest will be eligible for further com-
petition with a top price of a $500
scholarship.
The official oratorical contest subject
will be "Give Me Your Hand." Contestants
must speak on the official subject for not
less than four minutes and nor more than
five minutes. Scoring will be based on
personal qualities, materials organization,
delivery and presentation, and overall
effectiveness.
Judges for the contest- will be from
members of the Communications
Department of Murray State University.
For information concerning the contest,
persons may contact Jerry Bolls, Tommy
Marshall, or Jim Thompson of the Murray
Optimist Club.
Winners of the contest held here last
year were Linda Avery and Krit Stub-
blefield, with the latter also participating
In the state tournament.
Osborne To Serve
On Prison Study
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP —Gov. Julian
Carroll says Earl Osborne, a former state
Court of Appeals Justice, will serve as
special counsel for his "Blue Ribbon"
commission which will study the prison
system in Kentucky.
The commission will investigate charges
connected with narcotics trafficking,
maintenance of prison records, inmate
deaths and use of prison supplies, the
governor said Monday.
Carroll says he wants members of the
commission, who will serve without pay
but with expenses, to determine if alle-
gations made by inmates are true.
If they are, Carroll said he wants "to
move swiftly to correct the situation."




Charles Caton, of Paris, Tenn., is listed
in satisfactory condition this morning at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
after being shot three times while at-
tempting to escape the Calloway County
Jail.
Caton, 28, underwent emergency
surgery early this morning after being
shot by Jailer Hue Wimpy Jones.
Deputy Jailer Jerry Jones said this
morning that at about four a.m., one of the
other prisoners in the jail complained of
being sick. When Jailer Wimpy Jones went
to investigate, he agreed to get some
medicine for the prisoner.
When he went back into the jail for the
second time, Caton, according to Jones,
was waiting for him with a section of steel
bar sawed out of a cell with a hacksaw.
According to reports, Caton- was
preparing to hit Jones with the bar, when
one of the other prisoners attempted to
stop him. The two prisoners then began to
scuffle. Caton finally got away, and fled
through an open door to the kitchen, where
a storm door separaaftl him from the
outside.
He crashed into the storm door, cutting
himself on the glass, and fled into the
fenced-in yard of the jail. He scaled the
fence and ran north from the jail.
Meanwhile, Jailer Wimpy Jones was
getting a shotgun from the front of the jail.
Reports said he emptied the 12-guage
shotgun's three shots at Caton, knocking
him down twice at about 40 yards. Con-
trary to rumors already begun, Jones'
shotgun did not have a "sawed-off" barrel.
Jones went back into the Jail to get
another gun, and Caton fled toward a
Chestnut Street residence. According to
reports, the occupants called law en-
forcement officials, who apprehended
Caton at the time.
Caton was being held in the Calloway
County Jail on local charges of possession
of a forged instrument. He is also being
held on a detainer from the U. S. Marshal's
office.
There were 12 prisoners, including
Caton, in the jail at the time of the
jailbreak. Caton was in a maximum
security cell, along with the other prisoner
who scuffled with the escapee. Deputy
Jailer Jones would not release the name of
the second inmate.
Although one of the other prisoners said
all of the work in cutting through the cell
bars was done last night, jail officials had
Little idea how long it actually took to
complete the job. They would not reveal
how they suspect the hacksaw blades were
obtained by the prisoners, but said that an
investigation is continuing.
Victor Marchetti Speaks
Tonight At Murray State
— One of the most controversial authors of
the decade, Victor Marchetti, will speak
tonight at Lovett Auditorium on the
Murray State University campus about his
"The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence,"
publication.
The free B p. m. lecture sponsored by the
lecture-Insight Committee of the MSU
Student Government Association will be
centered around the former top-ranking
Central Intelligence Agency official's
difficulty which began with his 1969
resignation from the secret organization.
His book was the only one in U. S. history
to be censored prior to publication aper
the CIA obtained a 1972 court order which
forbade him from releasing any writings
of the remainder of his working life
without previous approval.
First releasing his disappointment in the
U. S. government through a fictional
novel, "The Rope Dancer," Marchetti
continued his battle to expose the CIA with
-his latest work. It contained 339 excisions
when returned to him following the
original court case.
But Marchetti appealed the ruling by a
federal court judge and had all but 27 of the
omitted passages replaced and printed in
boldface. His case is still far from over,
however, as the CIA filed a counter suit.
Lawyers representing the author claim
his First Amendment rights are being
violated by the U. S. government's cen-,
sorship, but Marchetti chose the national
lecture tour as a means of bringing his
plight to the public.
Concerning the book, he once said, "We
are now beginning to open the doors of
government, to end the many years of
secrecy for our own good... the CIA is the
last great visible or invisible bastion of
that national security mentality."
Vet School
Hearings Set
FRANKFORT, Ky. t AP t — The ad-
visory committee for the veterinary school
study will hold open hearings March 26 and
April 9.
The first session will be at the Central
Kentucky Animal Disease and Diagnostic
Center at Lexington.
Next month's meeting will be at the state
agriculture department diagnostic
laboratory at Hopkinsville. Both meetings
start at 7 p.m.
The committee, with assistance from a
private consultant, is trying to determine
Kentucky's need for veterinarians through
1990 and how that need can best be met.
As part of the study the committee is
considering whether the state should build
a veterinary school at Murray State
University.
Details Of Recommendation To
Close University School Released
Emphasizing that "no decision has yet
been made." Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
president of Murray State University,
today released details of a recom-
mendation he has received to close the
University School.
Made last week by Dr. Donald B.
Hunter, dean of the College of Human
Development and Learning, the
memorandum recommends that the
laboratory school on the campus "as it
presently exists be closed at the end of the
1975 summer session."
Curtis, explaining that an in-depth
analysis will be made before a decision is
reached on a recommendation to be made
to the board of regents, said the content of
the memorandum is being released "for
Informational purposes."
He said he will be discussing the
recommendation with various academic
officials of the university, with the faculty
at the University School, and with officers
of the school's PTA during the week.
Hunter's recommendation, which also
called for the inauguration of an alternate
form of providing laboratory experiences
for students at the university, offered the
following four-point rationale:
—There is a very limited enrollment in
the school this year. There are two factors
which indicate that the enrollment will be
significantly reduced next year. These
are: (a) the fifth and sixth grades of the
Murray Middle School are attracting
almost all eligible pupils within those
grades, and lb ) economic conditions will
make the $25 per month tuition in-
creasingly significant.
—The present director has requested to
be assigned to a different position and the
tenuous status of the school would make it
almost impossible to employ an equally
competent replacement.
—There is an increased need both at the
secondary and elementary level for
various kinds of pre-student teaching
laboratory experiences which cannot be
provided within the University School.
—There is an increased emphasis within
the college on the study of early childhood
education and a paucity of opportunities
for field experience in this area.
"It is in light of the above reasons and
with the consideration of acute demand by
all areas of the university for resources
that I make the above recommendation,"
the Hunter memorandum concluded.
Curris said the in-depth examination of
the laboratory school question will include
a financial analysis, a programmatic
analysis, and an analysis of the alternate
uses of University School resources.
He explained that: the financial analysis
will determine what the university is
spending on the school and the needs of
TODAY'S INDEX
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field programs and laboratory programs
of the Departrnents of Child Studies,
Special Education and Instruction and
Learning; the programmatic analysis will
deal with needs as they relate to
laboratory experiences: the analysis of
alternate uses of resources will be con-
cerned with what a savings would be used
for if the school is closed and what is the
most effective and productive use of
resources.
Following a recommendation by the
Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools that the laboratory school, which
houses a kindergarten and grades one
through six, be closed or put on a better
financial basis, the board of regents ap-
proved a four-point plan last May in an
effort to keep the school open.
That plan included a tuition increase,
increased maximum enrollment per grade
from 30 to 40, removal of enrollment
priorities and acceptance on a first-come,
first-served basis, and designation of
$2,500 for 10 scholarships for children of
economically deprived families, with.
preference to children from families of
minority races.
Total school enrollment is now 143
compared to 196 a year ago.
Established in 1924 as hn eight-grade
program, the laboratory school program
was expanded to 12 grades when the old
building was completed and first occupied
in 1928 The program was cut back to
elementary status only in 1970.
An addition to the original Structure was
completed in 1969 at a cost of $1,454,020,
and the old building has since been torn
down.
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The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
preSent "The IN-Look: 75" at
7:30 p.rn, at the University
School Auditorium. Tickets for
the style show are one dollar.
Betty Sledd Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet with Barbara Chilcutt at
7:30 pm.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p. m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p. in.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at Health Center at seven p. m.
Murray Bird Club will meet at
the Calloway County Public
Library at 7:3P p. m.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m. for Senior Citizens.—
Faculty Trio recital of Leo
Blair, violin, Neale Mason,
violirr-cello, and Thomas Baker,
piano, will be at 8:15 p. in. in the
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex,
MSU.
Wednesday, March 19
Christian Men's Fellowship of
First Christian Church will
have a chili supper at the
fellowship hall at six p.m. with
Ed Chrisman as guest speaker.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. m. at Gleason Hall.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at 1:30 p. m. at Corvette
lanes.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have a work shop on Bergen° at
the City Hall at 1:30 p. m.
Sixty persons attended a
bingo party held for the
Rangers and Rangerettes of the
Woodmen of the World at the
WOW Hall wit)? the Tau Phi
Lambda Sortiltity of WOW
spons(3r
Games were played and
prizes given to the winners.
Refreshments were served to
members and their guests.
WOW members assisting with
the party were Cynthia Hart,
Diana Lyons, Jean Richerson,
Glenda Smith, Jeanie Lamb,
Donna Garland, Loretta Jobs,
Tim Scruggs, Grover Burkett,
and Mr. and Mrs. James A.
Parker.
On April 7a skating party will
be held from sa to nine p. m. for
the groups.
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Wednesday, March 19 
The J. N. Williams Chapter of
the UDC will meet at the home
of Or. Mildred Hatcher at 1:30
p.m. with Or. Harvey Elder as
speaker.
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Lowell
Palmer at 1:30 p. m.
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p. m. at the
church.
In observance of Youth Art
Month the Murray High art
department will have an Open-
house for all parents and in-
terested persons from 8:30 a.m.
to 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, March 19
Annual luncheon and card
party will be held at 12:30 p. m.
by the Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
NOW (National Organization
for Women) will meet at the
United Campus Ministry




Good fellowship and an
abundant potluck dinner
characterized the Euzelian
Class meeting at 6:00 p.m.
March 10, in the Fellowship Hall
of the First Baptist Church.
Mrs. Robert Jones, class
president, welcomed the guests
who included the church staff
and their spouses. Each
member of the class was
privileged to bring a guest.
In the absence of Mrs. Fred
Gingles, program chairman,
Mrs. Robert Jones introduced
the participants.
Rev. and Mrs. Richard
Walker, accompanied by Mrs.
Gil Mathis, sang a duet, "If
That Isn't Love" Gus Robert-
son, accompanied by Richard
Jones, sang "How Great Thou
Art". Speaking were G. T.
Moody, minister of education,
Ned Walsh, minister of Youth,
and Mike Robertson, campus
minister
The tables were decorated in
the St. Patrick's Day motif.
Groups III and IV were in
charge of arrangements.
Captains of the groups are Miss
Lorene Swann and Mrs. Hafford
Parker, respectively.
Currently, Mrs. Denny Smith









Baby Boy Hilt ( mother
Debbie), Rt. 4, Paris, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Sandra G. Duncan, Rt. 6, Box
177, Murray, Joe F. Young, Rt.
3, Murray, Brent McNutt, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Donna A. Teague
and Baby Girl, Rt. 3, Box 181,
Murray, Mrs. Mary F.
Willoughby, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Lavenia Lee Jones, 503
Richardson, Murray, Mrs.
Mary S. Gregory, 501 Chestnut,
Murray, Mrs. Rosy 0. Elkins,
423 S. 8th., Murray, Rube Davis,
402 S. 6th., Murray, Ernest D.
Roberts, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Lela Broach (expired), 1601
Miller, Murray.
No Need to Catch Up!
Women have come a long
way in a lot of things, but they
don't need to catch up wtth men
in cigarette smoking, the lead-
ing cause of lung cancer, says
the American Cancer Society.
Watch Out for Sol -
The sun is a very fine fellow
In small doses. Too much' could
lead to skin cancer, says the
American cancer Society. Take
precaution while in the sun; use
lotions, wide hats and umbrel-
las. See your physician prompt-
ly when a sore does not heal.
Sellers-Burkeen
Miss Carol Lynn Sellers
Mrs. Bernice Sellers of Ripley, Tenn., announces the
engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter, Carol
Lynn, to Dennis Bryant Burkeen, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Burkeen of Murray Route One. Her father was the late Woodrow
W. Sellers of Ripley.
,The bride-elect is a 1972 graduate of Ripley High School and is
now employed at Marernont at Ripley. Her grandparents are the
late Mr. and Mrs. James Franklin Sellers and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Grattis D. Ellis, all of Ripley, Tenn.
Mr. Burkeen, a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is employed by Manning Masonry Construction, Murray. He is
the grandson of Mrs. Barnes W. Burkeen and the late Mr.
Burkeen of Almo and Mrs. John Workman and the late Mr. Work-
man of Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, April 19, at
seven p. m. at the home of the bride-elect's mother at Ripley,
Tenn.
We .have certainly ruri the
gamut of weather conditions
during the first half of March.
There has been wind, rain,
thunderstorms, snow and plenty
of cold. I think this has been the
coldest March I remember for a
longtime. I think it is because it
has been so very cloudy and
damp along with the cold, that it
has been so disagreeable. But at
least March is on its way out or
soon will be.
But in spite of the cold there is
the aura of Spring in the air.
When the narcissus are
blooming, the pussy willow is
sprouting, the maple trees are
full of red knobs and other trees
are beginning to look fuzzy and
the birds are singing as if they
had house building in mind, you
know it's spring. In a few days
we will have some warm days
and wilt forget all about the cold
winds and snow flakes.
I just hope the shrubs I have
ordered don't come in until it
does get warm. I hope to have
the holes ready for them and I
have a good supply of peat moss,
fertilizer and mulching
material.
One of my new shrubs is a
Clethra, which is not new at all,
but one of the old fashioned
ones, popularly known as
Pepper bush. In the spring it is
tipped at the end of each branch
of feathery foliage with a sweet
smelling spray of pink. It is
lovely in arrangements and
gives its spicy odor to all the
room.
Another one is the
Eunonymous that goes by the
name of Alatus Compactus and
turns a fiery red in the fall. It is
a good plant for a specimen in
the yard.
Several have called me this
month to ask about Poinsettias
Right now all you can do is to
begin to give it less water, but
never let it completely dry out
Then wait until warm weather,
after danger of frost is past, anO
repot the Poinsettia and set it
into the ground, pot and all, up
to the top of the pot.
Along in July cut it back to
about six inches, and just before
the first frost comes bring it into
the house again. They can be
made to bloom again, but the
plants are never as shapely as
they were at first. For sen-
timental reasons, we like to
keep them from one season to
another By careful tending they
can be a pleasure
Coles Camp Ground 4-H club members attending the
February meeting held at the home of Mrs. Sharon Crass
were, left to right, front row, Donna Swift and Kim Baker,
back row, Mark Roberts, limmy Crouse, Toy Parrish, Kevin
Hopkins, Randall Crass, John C_athey, and Philip On. Also at
tenting were Fred Gillum, County 4-H Agent, Mrs..
Mrs. Shirley Parrish, and Mrs. Marie Crouse, leaders.
Cultural Arts Workshop Is
Attended By Mrs. Wrather
"Step outside yourself and
look at things from a fresh point
of view! Broaden your per-
spectives and, in this way,
enrich your appreciation of the
world we live in!"
Barletta Wrather, county
Extension agent for home
economics, says that this
suggestion was made by several
speakers during the Mar. 4-6
cultural arts workshop she
attended in Lexington. At the
workshop were 18 county Ex-
tension agents for home
economics from around the
state, most of whom are
responsible for Extension
cultural arts programs for
Homemakers Clubs and special
interest groups in their
respective areas.
"Emphasis at the workshop
was on current trends, new
materials, and resources
available in cultural arts," Mrs.
Wrather notes, "and we gained
many new ideas for local
programs in this field. Topics
discussed ranged from historic
preservation --te-------ereative
writing.
"We even wreteoorne poetry,
even though most of us had
never done anything like that
before," she continues.
"Richard Taylor, who works
with teachers and students as
part of the Kentucky Arts
Commission's 'Poet in the
School' program, conducted
that session."
Nash Cox, executive director
of the Kentucky Arts Com-
mission, also took part in the
workshop, discussing how the
Commission can work with
Extension agents to enrich local
programs. Agents at the
workshop also saw the Com-
mission's touring art exhibit,
"Hands of Kentucky," which
includes mainly works of
members of the Kentucky Guild
of Artists and Craftsmen.
Another session related
specifically to art, Mrs.
Wrather said. "Using slides,
Charles Eagan of the University
of Kentucky Art Department,
illustrated how we can learn to
appreciate everyday life
through art and helped us better
understand the meaning of
  art'
Historic preservation was a
major emphasis at the
workshop. Dick DeCamp of the
Lexington-Fayette County
Historic Commission urged the
participants to become involved
in preserving the unique
aspects of their communities.
Carl M. Clark, who is with the
Kentucky Council of Folk Arts,
also discussed preserving
Kentucky's folklore heritage.
The agents attending the
workshop also took part in
several Lexington activities
related to cultural arts, visiting
the Hunt-Morgan Home, Henry
Clay's law office, and Waveland
Museum and attending a play at
Transylvania University. They
also heard how interested
persons can learn more about
drains through the cooperation
of Kentucky's Parks Depart-
ment.
The agents also learned more
about planning, carrying ou'r
and evaluating Extension
cultural arts programs and
worked on program ideas for
possible use locally, Mrs.
Wrather said. A session also
was devoted to new 4-H arts and
crafts projects.
-This workshop, with Helen
Allen, UK Extension progranT
specialist in home economics, in
charge, was part of the regular
training Extension agents
receive to keep them up-to-date
in different subject matter
areas. Mrs. Wrather plans to
use the information she gained
at the workshop in working with
Homemakers Club members
and other interested persons on
cultural arts programs for
Calloway County. She will also
be working with other Ex-
tension agents and
Homemakers in the Purchase
Area on this subject.
Those interested in more
information on local cultural
arts programs, or on any topic
related to home economics, can
contact Mrs. Wrather at the
Calloway County Extension
office, 209 Maple Street, (ph.
753-1452).
ELECTED STATE OFFICER—Deborah E. Carby, a junior Al
Murray State University, was recently elected as the Ken-
tucky state student representative to the national con-
vention at the state convention held on the campus of
Western Kentucky University. Miss Carby is the grand-
daughter of Mrs. Old McIntosh of Hazel. She is an elemen-
tary education major and recording secretary-reporter for
the university chapter of Gamma Beta Phi.
MAYFIELD PATIENT HOSPITAL PATIENT
Edna Arteberry of 1108 Olive Larry Bohannon of Kirksey
Street, Murray, was discharged Route One was dismissed
March 9 from the Communitr—March 7 from the Community
Hospital, Mayfield, Hospital, Mayfield.
Let Kirby Carpet Care professionally steam clean
your carpet.
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Ledger Mrs. Jones Gives Program&list At Meet Of Hazel Women
Day Dessert Winners Announced
For Contest CidEiláhithy 
The Hazel United Methodist
Church Women had their
regular meeting on Tuesday,
March t. at six R. m. at the
church.
A potluck supper was served
in the fellowship hall before
Mrs. Olga Freeman, president,
presided at the meeting in the_
Sanctuary.
Mrs. Koska Jones, Christian
Personhood chairman, con-
ducted the program on the Call
to Prayer and Self Denial. She,
An a unique manner, im-
personating a retired
deaconess, gave information
and data regarding the specific
needs for the gift which is a part
of the annual Call to Prayer and
Self Denial observance.
At the close of the program,
Mrs. J. W. Jones provided quiet
organ music as the members in
prayerful attitude gave their
offering. Mrs. Freeman closed
the meeting with prayer.
Those present were
Mesdames Elbert Allbritten, H.
0. Brandon, Ralph Edwards,
Olga Freeman, Koska Jones,
Madelyn Jones, John Mc-
Cullough, H. A. Newport, Jack
Roach, Lowes Smotherman,
Leland Strader, J. R. Taylor,
Claude White, D. N. White,
Clate Wilson, Roy Burke,
Jimmy Edwards, Johnny Fitts,
DeRoy Provine, Tom Scruggs,
Tim Scruggs, J. W. Jones,
members and Johnna and
Valerie Jones, visitors.
"Keenagers' Dinner" Held For
Retired Group At Cherry Corner
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Young Women sponsored the
third annual "Keenagers'
Dinner on Sunday, March 9.
This is a dinner to honor the
Selected as winners of the Dairy Dessert Contest, spon- members of the church who are
sored by the Dairy Council, held Saturday at the Calloway retired, or over 65 years of age.
Extension Office were, left to right, Kay Taylor, third, Marie A. — The theme for the dinner and
program was ''The Bicen-
tennial".
Mrs. Richard Henninger, B.
Y. W. president, welcomed the
guests. The meal was prepared
by members of the B. Y. W.
organization. Mrs. Wildy Miller
made and decorated a beautiful
cake to look like the American
flag. Decorations carrying out
the them were artfully
arranged by Mrs. Vernon
Nichols and Miss Sheila
Garrison.
Forrester, second, and Clovis Brown, first.
The Dairy Dessert Contest,
sponsored by the Dairy Council,
was held Saturday at the
Calloway County Extension
Office with Mrs. Glenda Jeffrey
and Mrs. Charlotte Parker as
judges.
Named as winners were
Clovis Brown of Murray Route
Four, South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club, first of her
Hollywood pie; Marie A.
Forrester, 806 She-Wa, Murray,
Progressive 'Club, second for
her frozen grasshopper pudding
torte; and Kay Taylor, Murray
Route Five, Sunnyside Club, for
her $1000 pie.
Mrs. Brown received a prize
of ten dollars while the second
and third won five dollar prizes.
Other entries in the dairy
dessert contest were Shirley
Grasty, New Frontier Club,
cake 'n cheese cake; Joyce
McKenzie, Town and Country
Club, whipped lime dessert;
Ruth Ann Futrell, Sunnyside,
baked orange custard.
This was to have been a part
of the Tasting Luncheon by the
Calloway County Homemakers
on Friday, but the event was
cancelled due to extreme
weather conditions.
Cookbooks containing recipes
to have been used for the lun-
cheon and contest may be
purchased at the Extension
office or from any member of
the homemakers club, ac-
cording to Mrs. James Stahler,
county foods chairman.
Following the dinner, Mrs.
Nichols introduced Miss Debbie
Jenkins, who played the guitar
and sang several folk songs. She
ended with a lovely song about
the miracles of life, which she
had composed herself.
Favors were presented to the
oldest member, the couple who
had been married the longest,
and the one having the most
children.
The remainder of the
program was provided by the
Keenagers. They were asked to
relate an interesting or
humorous event of their lives,
perhaps from their courtship or
early married days. The
program ended with several
favorite hymns being sung.
'Dean_
Baptist Young Women Of Sinking
Spring Church Meet At Westview, She shouldn't_defer to
his despicable demandsThe Baptist Young Women of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church gathered' at the West-
view Nursing Home on March
11, for their regular monthly
meeting.
Gracie Holland led the group
in singing accompanied by
Patsy Neale at the piano.
Debbie Darnell read the
scripture and Evelyn Willie
concluded the program with the
prayer calendar and prayer.
The business meeting was
held at the church. Gracie
Holland reported on the
associational meeting at Spring
Creek and Patsy Neale reported
on the book study at Memorial.
The next associational meeting
will be April 10, at the B. S. U.
Mrs. Gedric Paschall, church
librarian, sent the book jackets
of the two books Otte Woman's
Liberation and In the Presence
of Mine Enemies that she
purchased with the B. Y. W.'s
contribution.
The group voted to give three
dollars through the association
to send a child to camp, and to
sponsor an Easter egg hunt for
the preschoolers through age 12
on Saturday, March 29, at 1:00
p. m.
An offering was taken up for
the Ridgecrest fund, and the
women voted to help the W. M.
U. with a bridal shower for one
of the church members.
Those present not previously
mentioned were: Gail Turner,
Latira Paschall, Margot
McIntosh, Mary Boyd, Jane
Stallons, Wanda Walker, Carol
Turner, Judy Smotherman,




Rate Kitchen On 5 Points
Five -areas are included on a
list the American Institute of
Kitchen Dealers uses to rate
kitchens: storage space, work
space, appliances, ventilation
and lighting.
Homeowners who arc do-it-
yourselfers can use this to spot-
light area of their kitchens that
can be improved without the
expense of calling in profes-
sionals.
The first two areas, storage
and work space, often need
updating because of the change
in food packaging and cooking
patterns in the last decade. One
kitchen may need additional
cabinets framed in while an-
other requires cosmetic treat-
ment.'
An open, informal mood can
hc added with sets of exposed
shelves of 2x8-inch western
wood. n accent wall or two of
solid hoard paneling, applied
diagonally, lifts the kitchen out
of the ordinary.
Nips: appliances, such as
trash compactors and micro-
sase ovens. may require new
built-in areas or rearranged
counter space
Dress Up Doors
tired of plain cabinet doors
in your kitchen? With a picture-
framing technique. apply
western wood moldings
Materials cost makes it a rare
bargain
Pre-Easter Sale
Early Spring Blazers & Jackets
1/3 Off
One Group Early Spring Jane Colby
Few Holiday Suits





By Abigail Van Buren
0 1076 06 C00.9.6 7,1166666-11 C 14•••• Synd. ,
DEAR ABBY: This is to comment on the letter written
by the "desperate wife" who inherited the care of her
husband's brain-damaged, adult brother when the mother
passed away. The desperation of the wife is understandable,
for the brother had to be cared for ass baby (since he was at
the idiot level) and was often violent. You suggested that
she find someone who could get through to her husband and
convince him that he must not force his wife to care for his
brother simply because he (the husband) had maderthe
death-bed promise to the mother that the brother would
never be sent to an institution.
Your counsel was good, Abby, but you didn't go far
enough. It is likely that anyone so stupid and unfeeling as
this husband wouldn't even listen to the counsel of someone
else.
What then? I believe it would be in order to suggest an
alternative to this harrassed wife: If the husband refuses,
she should just say: "Listen, buddy, I've had it. I'm giving
you just one week to put this man in a home for such
unfortunates, or I'm walking out on you, and' I mean it!"
She must really mean it, and do it, if necessary—no matter
where she has to go. For the alternative would be her
continuing and complete denioralization and dehumaniza-
tion, and the rewarding of the impossible husband for his
despicable demands.
Should you regard this letter as the rantings of a
heartless man who has had no experience in coonseling, be
assured I am not, as I am a clergyman.
(REV.)C.W. KIRKPaTRICK
UNION CHURCH OF CHRIST: LUDLOW, MASS.
DEAR REVEREND KIRKPATRICK: Thank you for
expanding on my answer and thereby improving it.
DEAR ABBY: I am an divorced woman with a problem I
hope you can help me with.
There's a clown who works where I do who always greets
me with: "Hi, how's your sex life?"
I never know whether to say: "Better than ever," or,
"It's non-existent right now."
This morning when he asked me, I replied: "Fine. How's
your gall bladder?" That shut him up.
Got a better answer?
ME IN DESERT HOT SPRINGS
DEAR ME: Anything that shuts him up will do.
DEAR ABBY: My mother-in-law has completely
alienated me by her poison pen letters to my husband in
which she has attacked my character. My husband cannot
accept the fact that I can neither phone nor write to her and
extend a sincere invitation for her to visit us.
My husband reasons that since her ravings do not
influence him, I should ignore it all. We have a good
marriage, but this is beginning to put a strain on it.
^ My lusband now informs me that since his mother is not
welcome in our home, neither is mine.
Is this blackmail reasonable? My mother has never
caused any problems, and since she doesn't live close, I
seldom see her. Why should she be banished?
How can this problem be resolved without my issuing an
insincere invitation to his mother who obviously hates me
for no reason whatsoever? IMPASSE
DEAR IMPASSE: Look at it this way: Your husband's
mother may be a mental cam. But she is still his mother.
Tolerate her, and treat her as you would treat a sick person.
everyone has a problem What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY, Box No. 697.00„ L.A., Calif.. 90069.
Endow stampeil, !serf-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have • Lovely Wedding."
mend SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Bemerly Hills.
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(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20 "te
Good Mars influences
stimulate your skills and
capabilities. You should feel
enthusiastic about the way
things go
now.TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) 1:34a.
Personal relationships under
some restrictions. Don't discuss
secret plans with anyone, or
you'll have reason for regret
later.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) n1.10-
A potentially fine day.
Through sheer force of per-
sonality, you can break down
opposition and get what you
want.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23 00
Make a dry run for future
reference in vital areas, but
with system and consistency,
not sporadically or in haste.
—Shun needless argument.
LEO
i July 24 to Aug. 231
Above-average opportunities
indicated, but you may have to
seek out some for yourself. It
will be possible now to obtain
cooperation you could not get in
the t.
VIRGO 
Aug. 29 to Sept. 23)
Mostly favorable influences.





Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 84.—Ln





Loretta Jobs of the Wayne
Wilson Real Estate has been
granted the designation of GRI -
GRADUATE, REALTORS
INSTITUTE. This is a national
designation awarded to those
students successfully com-
pleting three Courses of 90
classroom hours. There are
approximately 40 States that




Licensees in a REALTOR's
office may use this designation.
The Sixth Annual REALTORS
Institute of Kentucky was held
February 23-March 1, in
Louisville. Each Course Con-
sisted of 30 classroom hours
pertaining to the Real Estate









dominiums, Land Planning and
Development, Renovating
Property, Commercial





The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club held
its regular monthly meeting at
the club house on Thursday,
March 6.
The devotion was given by Dr.
Helene Visher,
Mrs. Juanita Lynn of
Juanita's Flowers was guest
speaker and was introduced by
Mrs. W. B. Graves. Mrs. Lynn
had brought with her a number
of plants which are fairly easily
grown in the home. She spoke of
the likes and dislikes of each
and offered some of her
remedies for keeping house
plants healthy. Following the
presentation, there was a brief
question and answer session.
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
Department Chairman,
presided at the business
meeting. Most of the business
was relative to the forthcoming
luncheon and card party on
March 19. Committees for the
event gave their reports and
plans were finalized.
During the social hour that
followed the meeting, refresh-
ments were served by . Mrs.
Waylon Rayburn, Mrs. Walter
Sagrera, Mrs. J. T. Sammons,
Mrs, Edgar Morris, Mrs. Guy
Billington and Mrs. Freed
Cotham.
own course if you prefer, but
avoid contention with those who
have a program on which you
really should work. Cooperation
will pay off.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. ?a) ntet•
Some unforeseen changes
indicated. Take all in stride. Be
temperate in demands, do not
expect the unreasonable and
tackle as much as you can
without overtaxing yourself.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Despite a few minor ob-
stacles, you should do well now.
Work with those who are adept
at getting things done, and don't
squander your fine talents on
trivia.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Mixed influences, mixed
possibilities. How you react,
how you meet competition and
how you cooperate with
associates will be telling points
in day's results
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A new prospect may be up for
consideration but, before ac-
cepting ascertain whether it is
REALLY what you want.
PISCES
X(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Thinking about new ventures




YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely ambitious individual
and have been endowed with the
talents needed to achieve highly
satisfying goals in life. Your
personality is an outgoing one
and you would make an out-
standing speaker, entertainer
or politician. This trait is
bestowed by the oncoming Aries
of which you are a cuspal ( one
born at or near the change of
Signs). You nevertheless
prisseas the typical Piscean love
of beauty, art and sensitivity to
the needs of others, and could
succeed in any one of those
areas. You are attracted to
"causes" and, should you
become active in any one of
these, would make a profound
and inspiring leader. Just one
achnonition: Be careful not to go
to extremes in such activities.
Birthdate of: William Jennings
Bryan, Amer. statesman,
("silver-tongued orator");
Ursula Andress, film actress.
Attending the meeting of the Kirksey 4-H Good Timers
Club at the home of Mrs. lames Harrison were, left to right,
front row, Kim Smith, junior leader, Belinda Smith, president,
Tamra Dowdy, secretary, Anthony Manning, song leader,
Ronnie Fortner, reporter, second row, Angela Manning, vice-
president, Ricky Smith, song leader, Timmy Belcher and Mike
Harrison, recreational leaders. Not pictured are Bills Bazzell,
treasurer, and Deborah Tucker, junior leader. Mrs:Harrison
and Mrs. Cecil like are leaders.
Miss Jane Satterwhite To
Marry Guy A. Battle Ill
Col. and Mrs. Seymour Blair
Satterwhite of Alexandria, Va.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Jane Shotwell
Satterwhite of Durham, N. C.,
to Guy Arthur Battle' In -or
Durham, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Guy A. Battle, Jr., of Murray.
Miss Satterwhite is a summa
cum laude graduate of Duke
University and a member of Phi
Beta Kappa. She is now a
second year graduate student at
Duke in mathematics and
classics.
Mr. Battle holds a masters
degree in mathematics from
Indiana University and a
masters degree in physics from
Murray State University. He is
a Ph. D. candidate and teaching
assistant in mathematics at
Duke.
The wedding will be solem-
nized at three p. m. on Satur-
day, May 17, at the First
Christian Church of Alexandria
and will be followed by a






Specializing in men and women









WEDNESDAY STARTING AT 4 O'CLOCK
FOR MOM and DAD
Burger Chtaf's Big Shef ' . 111111 giant of a
sandwich with two all beef patties, o slice of
cheese, shredded lettuce and tartar sauce all
on a special Sig Shief Bun, crisp golden fries,
a luscious turnov•r and a refreshing soft











For Kids; it's FUNMEAL -
A COMPLETE MEAL
At A Low Family
Fun Nits) Price.
Reg. 85 Value 59C
There's more to like.
at Burger Chef.
.7
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We hope that Senator William
Proxmire, the controversial
Wisconsin Democrat, perseveres
in his plan to give an "award"
every month to the most
wasteful government spending
plan. If he accomplishes nothing
else, he will keep before the public
examples of federal extravagance
and foolish spending. And perhaps
in the long run, the bureaucrats
will be shamed into more frugal
ways.
The Senator launched his
project by announcing that a
federal grant of $132,500 has been
awarded to find out why people
fall in love. For a ten-cent stamp,
the federal government could get
the answer to that question by
writing a letter to Dear Abby.
Senator Proxmire has zeroed in
on a target that needs a few shots
fired at it. In all honesty, the par-
ticular study he shot down this
week isn't quite as silly as it soun-
ds. The purpose is also to try to
learn why personal relationships,
marriages included, endure or
perish. But the real point is why
should such studies be a function
of government?
There are many foundations,
with ample funds, and many in-
stitutions of higher learning with
the resources and the expertise to
explore such esoteric sociological
questions.
Government has simply
become too broad in its base. It
seems to cover every aspect of
life. And every move it makes
must be financed by taxpayers,
who are burdened enough as it is.
We are not suggesting a com-
plete end to government grants.
Some are needed in the sciences
and other fields. But they ought to-
be carefully meted out and
restricted to areas that can't be
covered by the foundations and
private and public universities.
It is time that we put to rest the
concept of government as a milk
cow with 100 million udders.
—The %eh Mississippi Sun
Presidents And Men
It all sounded so srnug and
arrogant, the 1972 "Campaign to
Re-elect the President," as if
there were or could be only one
President of the United
States—Richard M. Nixon.
Until the revelations of
Watergate, Americans had not
dreamed just how arrogant was
the campaign and the men who
ran it.
Wednesday, Maurice H. Stans,
former Commerce secretary and
chairman of the Nixon re-election
finance committee, became the
third member of the Nixon
cabinet to plead guilty or be con-
victed of criminal offenses. For-
mer Atty. Gen. Robert N. Mitchell
was convicted of Watergate
cover-up charges and former At-
ty. Gen. Richard G. Kleindienst
pleaded guilty to withholding the
truth under oath during testimony
before a Senate committee.
To be fair, Mr. Stans was
charged with unwittingly ac-
cepting illegal contributions from
Puffed Up Taxes
Copley News Service
The Long Island newspaper
Newsday has uncovered a
cigarette racket on the East
Coast. A crime syndicate is cheat-
ing state, county and city tax
agencies out of more than $500
million a year by smuggling
cigarettes into the hands of deal-
ers without payment of state and
local taxes.
The underworld always can
profit when it finds a market for
an outlawed commodity, but
cigarettes are perfectly legal. The
black market stems from the
heavy taxes imposed on them —
26 cents between the cost of
cigarettes at the factory and their
sale price in New York. This
should be borne in mind by legis-
lators who pile on tax after an-
other on certain commodities in
the belief the taxes will Serve a
social purpose. High cigarette
taxes may Or may not dissuade
anyone from smoking, but they
have created a bonanza for the
Cosa Nostra.
two corporations and failing to
report three other cash tran-
sactions. One transaction in-
volved $81,000 paid to Frederick
C. LaRue, who became the
paymaster for the Watergate
cover-up.
Mr. Stans was not charged with
direct involvement in either the
Watergate break-in or the cover-
up conspiracy.
The story of Messrs. Mitchell,
Stans and Kleindienst is that of
three men who permitted their'
personal interest in the political
future of one man to warp their
perception of the responsibility to—
the nation that their high offices
required. That's what happens
when we attempt to re-elect
Presidents instead of men to the
Presidency.




By M. C. Garrott
E. J. Logan, our pretty and vivacious
graduate assistant in the office of In-
formation and Public Services at Murray
State, told me an interesting story the
other day about her father, the late Ben
Logan of Edrnonson County.
Although no women's libber by any
means, E. J. prefers to use her initials,
which stand for -Emma Jane." She is
back at Murray State working toward a
master's degree in journalism after six
years out in the rough-and-tumble world
as a social service worker.
In the 1930's, E. J. 's father was a student
at the University of Kentucky when his
cousin, M. M. Logan, decided to run for the
U.S. Senate. Her father left school to work
in the campaign and to chauffer the
candidate around the state.
After the elder Logan was elected, he
took his cousin to Washington with him as
an administrative assistant. One evening,
E. J.'s father was entertaining a couple of
--friends from back home. They had gone to
a big, fancy Italian restaurant for dinner.
When they finished, instead of paying a
- check of Shy kind, Logan just got up and
led the group out of Use restauraRt. This
surprised the friends from home, one of
whom whispered at the first opportunity,
"Say, what goes? How come we didn't pay
for that dinner?"
"Oh, that," Logan replied. "The owner
is a friend of mine. I got him appointed as a
Kentucky Colonel and assured him that if
we ever got into a war, he'd go in as a full-
bird colonel. Ever since then, he just says
it's on the house' whenever I eat in here."
+++++
Over at Mayfield the other day, Bill
Benjamin, a local druggist sent a usual
end-of-the-month statement to Alfred
Lindsey, Jr., father of Alfred III, who
operates the jewelry store here in Murray.
It was addressed to Lindsey's home at 409
North 5th Street, but came back to the
drug store after a few days stamped
-Undeliverable."
A few days later, Alfred was in the drug
store and Benjamin told him about it and
showed him the statement. "Here's a
dime," Alfred said. "Put that in another
envelope, put a stamp on it and address it
to 'The Old Grouch, Mayfield, Kentucky,'
Put it back in the mall, and let's see what
happens."
Benjamin did and, sure enough, the
letter was delivered within a day or two to
Lindsey's store on the west side of the
square.
+++++
friend of my late father's pulled a
milar trick once while I was a boy. Dad
and his friend sold insurance for the same
Kansas City Company, and the friend lived
in Paintsville, Ky. Every week they would
receive a sales bulletin from the company
headquarters listing all the salesmen and
the amount of "business" they had done in
first one and then the other contest. Many
times the editors would use pictures of the
Seasonal Adjustment
Could Hurt Figures
th JOH\ a. \ IF1
NEW YORK I AP) — With spring coming
on, the seasonal adjustment that helped
keep the jobless rate from rising in
February will begin to work in the opposite
direction. It could make the figures look
worse.
During March and April, economic ac-
tivity generally increases and so does the
number of job opportunities. The economy
is expected to support more jobs: if it
doesn't — and even if the jobless total
doesn't rise — the rate of unemployment
will.
The February rate of 8.2 per cent unem-
ployed will be considered by some to be
good news, mainly because it was no high-
er than in January. But to believe this is to
put too much faith in numbers.
When March and April figures come in
they could be decidedly worse.
Numbers are mere tools and symbols
that mankind uses for his convenience. But
since fallible minds are involved, the
figures don't necessarily depict the truth.
The fact that more than a half million
persons dropped out of the labor force
should, by all logic, be interpreted as a
worsening of the employment situation.
But in terms of the jobless rate, that
helped stabilize it.
There is no escaping the reasoning in-
volved here: If a person is out of work so
long that all hope evaporates, he or she is
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simply removed from the labor force by
the statisticians. Problem solved!
Another situation involves the size of the
labor force. If a person is to remain a
member of the job force, for statistical
purposes, he or she must have actively
sought work during the four weeks
previous to being questioned.
Apply that criterion to an autoworker
who is receiving 95 per cent of his
paycheck although unemployed, and who
isn't looking for another job because he ex-
pects to be recalled to the assembly line.
Certainly he or she could be out looking
for work, but it would seem to defy com-
mon sense to remove oneself from a
lifelong occupation and give up jobless
benefits.
But even if these distortions of the
jobless picture are discounted, it is likely
the March unemployment rate will be
higher than for February.
Capital spending plans of business are
low, which means little expansion and a
relatively few new jobs.
Moreover, it now appears the inventory
hangover will last many more weeks
before idle production facilities will be put
to work. As of January inventories were
still rising.
As is often the case, the key over the next
few weeks will be the automotive industry.
Some assembly lines are being reactivated
because stockpiles of cars have been
reduced from 110 days supply in January
to 67 days now.
However, part of that inventory reduc-
tion resulted from the rebate program,
which was enormously costly to the auto
companies and isn't likely to be tried again
for a long time.
If car sales lag, then it won't take many
weeks for those inventories to build back
toward the three-month supply that almost
smothered the industry. And the im-
mediate result will be layoffs.
Today In History
Hy The 4ssortated Prrss
salesmen, men from all over the United
States. These pictures were about an inch
wide and an inch-and-a-quarter deep.
One day, dad's friend clipped one of
dad's pictures out of the sales bulletin,
pasted it on an envelope, put "Mayfield,
Ky.," right under it, and mailed it. It came
right on through, and in a day or two was in
dad's Box 54 at the Mayfield post office.
It could happen only in a small town,
which to me is the real charm of America.
+++++
Preston Jones, who lives at 505 North 7th
Street and works at the Murray Post Of-
fice, recalled an experience in his life after
reading about my topcoat misfortunes and
fortunes.
As he tells it, Preston had just finished
getting his crewcut trimmed at a west side
barber shop when he went to the hat rack
for his hat. Several were there.
"I might as well get a good one while
I've got the chance," he jokingly
remarked as he picked up what he thought
was his hat, put it on and headed for home.
"I had no more than gotten in the
house," he said, "before I noticed my hat
on the bed. l‘hadn't even worn a hat to the
barber shop': The one I had picked up
wasn't thine at all!"
He went right back to the barber shop,
told them what had happened and put the
mistaken hat back on the rack. "The next
time I was out there, it was still hanging
where I had put it," he said. "I guess I
unwittingly caused someone to lose a hat."
+++++
Hats have become a confusing problem
at our Sunday School class at First Bap-
tist. Four of us—Archie Simmons,
Bradburn Hale, Carlos Jones and I—all
have fairly new hats just exactly alike.
Now, if you don't think there's some
shuffling around getting the right one
every Sunday when the class dismisses...
Today is Tuesday, March 18, the 77th
day of 1975. There are 288 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1776, during the American Revolution,
George Washington's troops occupied
Boston after evacuation of the British.
On this date—
In 1837, Grover Cleveland, who served as
the 22nd and the 24th U.S. president, was
born in Caldwell, N.J.
In 1902, in Milan, Italy, Enrico Caruso
recorded ten opera arias for the
Gramophone Company, becoming one of
the first artists to recognize the phono-
graph as an acceptable medium for
musicians.
In 1937, more than 400 persons, mostly
children, were killed in a gas explosion in a
Funny
Funny World
IT SEEMS TO US....
Rationing of fuel? Higher prices? Taxes
on imported oil? Obviously, Washington is
going about the energy problem gas back-
wards.
King Faisal really has us over a barrel.
Even if we switch to solar energy, he has
more sun than we have.
They just found out why the Arabs raised
the price of oil on us. It happened when an
Arab sheikh sent his Cadillac out for a tune
up — and got the bill.
The difference between an oil price
Increase and an oil price decrease is easy
to understand. The oil price decrease isn't
passed on to us.
Some of those Onassis oil tankers plying
the oceans may soon be empty. Maybe
they could bring us fresh air from some of
the underprivileged countries.
Less ell for less cars. Detroit has made it
clear that the rebate on new cars is for a






A Column for Readers Who Haven't Tan< to Review
the (Jongreaslonal Record Daily1
REP, HENRY D. REUSS am
today joining as cosponsor with the gen-
tleman from Pennsylvania ( Mr. Barrett)
in introducing the Home Heating Ef-
ficiency Act of 1975...
-H. R. 3573 would achieve these two
objectives by authorizing assistance
payments to low-and-middle-income
homeowners to encourage and assist them
in making home Improvements.. These
improvements would involve such items
as additional insulation. storm windows
and doors, and caulking and weather
stripping... Assistance is limited to
households with annual adjusted gross
incomes for Federal tax purposes of less
than $20,000...
"The assistance payment to any
household can cover 25 percent of the cost
of the improvements up to a miximum
payment of $300. For homeowners with
incomes below the poverty level the bill
permits 90 percent of the cost, subject to
the $300 maximum.. .The bill authorizes
6800 million for this program..." This
congressman disagrees)
REP. PIERRE S. Pete PONT
iDel.)"... At a time when inflation is
, tearing our economy apart, when the
projected budget deficit for the coming
fiscal year is a minimum of $53 billion, the
Congress has refused to substantially cut
the Federal budget. Acting under the new
budget procedure adopted by the
Congress, the President has proposed to
rescind $949.4 million in appropriations.
The President found 40 Federal programs
in which he believed expenses could be
reduced...
"But the Congress did not have the
muscle or the stomach to make these
ruts...
"I do not believe that fighting inflation,
or cutting Federal expenditures is soley a
subject for campaign rhetoric. It is a




ITEM (Grand Rapids Mich.) Press
Bureau): Sen. William Proxmire, 1)-Win.,
asked the General Accounting Office to
investigate the awarding of a $342,378
contract to MSU (Mich. State University
Prof. David J. Kallen for the three-year
study aimed primarily at finding out why
sexually active single women fail to use
contraceptives. These young women will
be asked to answer detailed questions
about where, when, with whom and how
often they have engaged in sexual ac-
tivities," Proxmire said. Because of its
personal nature, he said, "if the research
is needed at all, should it not be funded
from private than taxpayer funds?"
This should make interesting reading for
those applying for food stamps and to
Michigan Congressmen requesting
Federal aid for those whose unem-
ployment benefits have run out.
school in New London, Texas.
In 1962, a cease-fire in the Algerian war
was signed by French and Algerian rebel
delegations in Evian-lea-Baines, France.
In 1965, exiled King Farouk of Egypt
died in Rome.
In 1970, Cambodian Prince Norodom
Sihanouk was deposed as Cambodia's
chief of state while on a visit to Moscow.
Ten years ago: A Soviet Air Force of-
ficer became the first man to leave an or-
biting spacecraft and float in space.
Five years ago: Twenty persons were
killed as mobs enforced a strike called by
Marxists in India's state of West Bengal.
One year ago: Middle East oil-producing
states, except Libya and Syria, ended their
oil embargo against the United States.
Today's birthdays: Retired Cardinal
Lawrence Shetum of Baltimore is 77. Com-
poser Alan Hovhruiess is 64.
Thought for today: Customs may not be
as wise as laws, but they are always more
popular — Benjamin Disraeli, British
prime minister,1804-1881.
_Bible Thot4ljt
And, behold, a hand -touched messithich
set me upon my knees and upon the palms
of my hands. Daniel 10:10.
When the hand of God touches us, we can
feel an overwhelming sense of his powerful
presence! Let us be attuned to this
possibility today.
Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Mkt Jr.
The very nicest personalities in
Congress are said to belong to those
senators and representatives who seek to
reform the federal system of taxation.
Those quietly nice efforts, however, have
been defeated at every turn, every com-
mittee hearing, every vote. What us
taxpayers need in Congress are more
sonsabitches.
10 Years Ago
A special feature story on Joe Pace who
is retiring after serving for thirty years
with the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association is published today.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Della Reavis,
Melody Kaye Futrell, age five, S. S.
Herndon, age 71, and J. L. Franklin.
Seaman Recruit Kenneth R. Henry has
started basic training at the Naval
Training Center, Great Lakes,
Miss Linda Brownfield, representing the
Murray Woman's Club, was the winner of
the high school sewing contest of the First
District Federation of Women's Club held
at Cadiz.
Holland Drug Company will have its
grand opening after its remodeling
program on March 19 and 20.
20 Years Ago
Judy Barnett, Won Mo Kim, and
Charlene Robinson, members of the
Murray Training School Orchestra, have
been named to the Kentucky All-State
Orchestra.
Mrs. Bob Kelley, age 65, died suddenly
this morning at her home on Farmington
Route Two.
The Mayfield basketball team, coached
by Jack Story, beat Berea 60 to 54 in their
first game of the Kentucky Basketball
Tournament.
Mrs. Margaret Houston and W. T. (Dub)
Downs were married February 26.
Births reported include a boy, James
Graves, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles M.
Burkeen, March 11, boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Lee Williams, March 14, and boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Rob Graves Gingles,
March 14.
Let's Stay Well
Testing For Blood Clots In Veins
Venous thrombosis is a serious
disease and may lead to a life-
threatening pulmonary embolus,
especially in bed-confing il-
lnesses such as heart attack or
surgery.
Stoppage of a vein (throm-
bosis/ occurs with or without
symptoms. When symptoms are
present, such as existed in
former President Nixon's case,
the condition is referred to as
phlebitis. The inflamed clot in
this variety irritates the sur-
rounding tissue and results in
painful swelling. Such clots are
usually attached and tend to re-
main in place.
The alert venous thrombosis
gives no sisic, symptoms, or
warning signaLs Such clots aSe
attached to the vein.
Pulmonary embolism more
commonly follows this silent
variety, as a clot floats along
By F.J.L. Blasingame. M.D.
through the heart and on to the
lungs.
At Tufts University School of
Medicine, investigations are
under way by Michael Hume,
M.D., in,which patients who have
no symptoms from phlebitis will
be tested with a procedure
useful in screening patients who
do have symptoms
He believes that the results
will be such that he can pick out
cases which have silent venous
thrombosis -- the dangerous
variety.
The test is simple and can be
used even on the sickest patients.
With the patient recumbent and
electroriss attached  Japed to the
leg, a cuff -- similar to one used
to take blond pressure -- is
placed around the thigh. The
cuff, which is inflated with air,
presses against the thigh and
momentarily shuts off the blond
flowing through the veirs, but
the deep arteries continue to
deliver blood to the limb below
the cuff_
The volume of the limb in-
creases, and the enlargement is
measured by the electrodes. The
cuff is deflated, and the
electrodes monitor the time re-
quired for pressure to return to
normal.
Dr_ Hume reports, "In a heal-
thy individual, the pressure
drops off quickly, but if the vein
is obstructed with a thrombosis,
the decrease is abnormally
slow."
This simple test may prove
useful in identifying permins who
are on- danges- rot -having. a
pulmonary emboliSrn Preven-
tive measures may reduce the
hazard.
Q. Mrs. M.E. wants to know the
name of a test to determine
BLASINGAME
before a baby is born whether it
may be a Mongoloid and the
place where a mother can have
such a test done for her.
A. The test you refer to consists
of removal of a small portion of
liquid (amniotic fluid) which sur-
rounds the fetus in the uterus
The removal of the amniotic
fluid is called amniccentesis.
Study of the cells will reveal
whether the fetus is a Mongoloid
Such a test is not widely availa-
ble. You should discuss this mat-
ter with yqur physician.
Q. Mr. LA. wants an explana-
tion of why.a hard bed is better
for a person with a low back-
aches.
-A. The hard bed ads more like
a splint and reduces the amount
of movement in the joints. This
splinting effect reduces irritation
and promotes healing better








































































































































The Murray State University Faculty Trio is shown in rehearsal for a recital which will be
presented Tuesday evening. March 18, at 8:15, in the Recital Hall Annex of the Fine Arts Building,
The program will include a Sonata for violin and piano by Cesar Franck, performed by Leo Blair,
violinist, and Thomas Baker, pianist Neale B. Mason, cellist, and Mr. Baker will perform the
Sonata in C Major, Op. 102 No. 1 by Beethoven for cello and piano. The group will then com-
bine talents in the presentation of the Brahms Trio in C Minor. The program is open to the
public without charge.
Bands MEd Musical Note Tirestival
THE NEW SOUTH, featuring
J. D. Crowe, and Phil Copeland
and WHISPER along with
several other well-known
Kentucky musical groups will
be doing their thing for Ken-
tucky Educational Television's
(KET) FESTIVAL '75, March 7-
17.
The groups, specializing in
everything from Bluegrass to
hard rock, will take part in a
series of special programs
designed to increase interest
and participation in KET.
During FESTIVAL '75, KET
will feature a wide variety of
quality programs and
numerous well-known Ken-
tuckians will appear to ask
viewers for their support. The
purpose of FESTIVAL '75 is to
raise money to purchase new
programs since KET plans to
begin a full seven-day broad-
casting schedule this summer.
J. D. Crowe and his five-
string banjo first gained fame in
Lexington with THE KEN-
TUCKY MOUNTAIN BOYS, but
he returns this time with a
brand new sound—THE NEW
SOUTH. J. D. returned to
Lexington, his hometown, in
1962 after touring with Jimmy
Martin and formed his first
band when he met bass player
Bobby Sloan in 1964. Rounding
out the other members are Tony
Rice, guitar and vocals, and
Ricky Skaggs on mandolin and
fiddle. Jerry Douglas, dobro
guitarist for THE COUNTRY
GENTLEMEN, joins J. D. for
this special appearance.
While THE NEW SOUTH has
its roots in the hills of Kentucky,
the group is known around the
world for, its Bluegrass ex-
pertise. The band completed an
album earlier this year in
Boston which is expected to be
released in April on the
ROUNDER label. Following
this visit to Lexington, THE
NEW SOUTH will perform in
California before leaving for a
tour of Japan in August.
WHISPER, an exciting blend
of rock and jazz, was formed in
Lexington and has only recently
returned from a three-month
tour of the Eastern United
States. The band's original
material is written and com-
posed by Phil Copeland and
Paul Million. The band's vocals
are contributed by bassist Phil
Copeland, guitarist Les Taylor
and drummer Jim Ellison.
Other group members include:
Paul Million on trombone, Doug
Hammonds and Gary Nelson on




THAT GRASS CAN GROW
6 INCHES IN THE TIME




IF ITS GOT AN ENGINE-
WE SPECIALIZE IN ITS REPAIR
Our trained mechanics use special tools
and genuine replacement parts to put
your equipmat into running operation.
East Safe Small bights
Nor, 911 7S3943
For. trdstooll Form.rly 04 M0fl k4'07
a4J1I1.01.11.•12
•••IVIC• CUNT•
style along with its unique
combination of horns,
keyboards, jazz and rock basics
makes it the class band in the
area.
Other FESTIVAL '75 specials
include: Henry Fonda as
CLARENCE DARROW,
STEAMBATH, SOUND-
STAGE—Tom T. Hall and Tom
Rush, the opera CARMEN and
much more.
All interested viewers
wishing to support KET should
send their tax-deductible





LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
State farmers plan to increase
production of burley tobacco,
corn and soybean crops this
year, the Kentucky Crop and
Livestock Reporting Service
says.
Farmers expect to increase
corn and soybean acreages by 5
per cent and burley by 7 per
cent over last year, the report-
ing service said in a survey re-
leased Monday.
The farmers intend to plant
1.35 million acres of corn, 1.26
million acres of soybeans, and
185,000 acres of tobacco, the
survey indicated.
Acreage of dark-fired tobbaco
types also is expected to ;in-
crease, with type 22 plantings
expected to go up from 4,700
acres to 5,200 acres and type 23
to increase from 2,650 to 3,000
acres.
The state's oat crop is ex-
pected to drop 17 per cent, and
the hay harvest is expected to
increase 1 per cent, the report-
ing service said.
However, early planting in-
tentions are subject to change
due to such factors as weather,
grain prices and availability of
fertilizer.
Tornado Shelters Designated
FRANKFORT, Ky. — This
year, most school children in
Calloway County will know
where to seek shelter from high
winds and tornadoes.
Diagrams pinpointing thelr
best wind and tornado shelter
4' areas are being distributed to
- most schools in the state by the
Kentucky Division of Disaster
and Emergency Services
(formerly civil defense).
Livingston L. Campbell area
coordinator for the service is
distributing diagrams for
schools in Calloway County.
Those schools include
Calloway County High, Murray







The service recommends that
each school post a copy of the
tornado shelter area sketches
and that students and faculty
make preparations to move to
those areas whenever a severe
storm is imminent or a "tor-
nado watch" is announced.
Everyone should take shelter
whenever a "tornado warning"
is issued.
A "tornado watch" means
conditions are right for a tor-
nado to form. A "tornado
warning" means a tornado has




the service cautions that the
designated areas are believed
to be the best available spaces
within each school from a
structural standpoint, but they
do not guarantee safety.
Shelter areas were sized to
allow at least five square feet of
DIS 
W°1.
In time of need, Woodmen comes to 
the
aid of its families! Here's how:
If a Woodmen member suffers a loss in a 
severe flood,
windstorm, or earthquake and faces serious 
financial problems,
Woodmen will pay the Member's annual in
surance premium
up to $100.00. The payment does not have 
to be repaid!
It's our way of saying "we care!"
If you have suffered loss in the recent 
disaster, call your
Woodmen Field Representative to see if you 
are eligible for
Disaster Relief ... it's just one of the many
 great fraternal
benefits of our "Family Fraternity!"
JAMES A. PARKER, F.I.C.
District Manager
Off. Box 361 Woodmen Building
Res. 1629 Catalina Drive
Murray, Kentucky 42071










WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
"The FAMILY Fraternity"
floor space for each building
occupant. Since a single shelter
area was usually not large
enough to house all the students
and faculty, most schools have
several shelter areas. Jones
recommends that each school
make provisions for keeping
discipline in each of those
areas.
Accordirig to Jones, the state-
wide school survey, which was
inspired by the tornado disaster
last April, is the most com-
prehensive study of its kind
ever undertaken in any state.
About 1,400 primary and
secondary schools are included
in the survey. However, Jones
said some may have been
omitted simply because they
were not listed in the 1973-74
Kentucky School Directory
published by the state Depart-
ment of Education. And, some
school districts did not reply to
letters from the service and the
Department of Education
requesting floor plans of their
schools. No schools in Russell,
Jackson, Letcher or Bell
counties replied to the letters
and they were not surveyed.
Begun in May, the survey was
funded with $36,000 from the
federal Defense Civil
Preparedness Agency. Students
and professors from ar-
chitecture and engineering
schools at the universities of
Tennessee, Kentucky and
Louisville designated the
shelter areas after reviewing
the floor plans and visiting the
schools.
The service recommends that
each designated shelter area be
improved as much as possible.
Window panes or other glass
near the areas should be made
of wire-reinforced glass or
structural plastic. Glass
covered pictures should be
removed and provisions should
be made for latching hinged
windows or glass doors open so
they will not slam or break and
fly about the room.
Other general safety rules
issued by the Disaster and
Emergency Service include:
--When a severe storm is
imminent, everyone should
seek shelter inside. Students in
portable classrooms should be
transferred to the main
building.
—Stay away from windows,
outside doors and exterior
walls.
—Stay away from gym-
nasiums or other rooms with
long span roof trusses. Use of
interior corridors is recom-
mended.
—Open all outside windows
and outside doors. (Fasten
doors open securely, if
possible).
—Seek protection from flying
debris, particularly glass.
Example: A sitting position
with legs doubled up and arms
resting on knees, head between
arms. Use coats and jackets;
face away from glass.





— A firm here has exported
more than 100 tons of sand for
use in filtration plants of




desert sand is not the right
type — it must be silica sand
very carefully sieved and
graded, to be right for the
filters.
Dr. Howard C. Giles, chairman of the Department of
Economics, Murray State University, center, shows Lee
Stewart and Vickie Cunningham information on jobs in
economics and related fields. Dr. Giles spoke recently to
the government class of Mr. Mark Brady at Murray High
School.
Streisand Questions Gloves At
Royal Premiere Of 'Funny Lady'
LONDON (AP) — "Why do
women have to wear gloves
and not the men?" Barbra
Streisand asked Queen Eliza-
beth II as they extended their
gloved hands to each other at
the royal premiere of "Funny
Lady."
"I'll have to think about that
one," the queen replied. "leap-
pose it's tradition."
Palace protocol demands that
women being presented to the
monarch wear gloves. Men do
not.
The queen's gloves were pink
silk, Miss Streisand's white
leather.
Costar James Caen, next on
the receiving line at the benefit
Monday night, had his own
handshake problem. His fist
was bandaged.
"I got it rodeoing," he said.
"Goodness!" exclaimed the
queen.
"Funny Lady" is a sequel to
"Funny Girl," which won Miss
Streisand a 1969 Oscar in the
role of the comedienne Fanny
Brice.
'Patrick Gibbs of the Daily
Telegraph noted that movie se-
quels usually disappoint and
commented, "Director Herbert
Ross does not seem able to
make Miss Streisand's very
personal and evidently fragile
talent bloom as did William
Wyler with the earlier film."
Margaret Himinian of the
Daily Mail wrote that Caen, as
impresario and song writer Bil-
ly Rose, stole the show.
Ian Cfristie of the Daily Ex-
press said, "Barbra Streisand
wears a variety of interesting
frocks and sings a lot. I would
have liked something more. A
story, for instance.
"My sympathy goes out to
James Caen, who does wonders
with his severely under-
nourished part."
THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Tuesday, February 25, 1975
Retail Sales Here
Show Big Gain In 1974
Chamber Barometer Reveals
Best Year In History; 1975
Expected To Be Even Better
Some good news for the local
economy was revealed Monday
afternoon when the Murray
Chamber of Commerce
released its annual Business
Barometer, a compilation of
sales and income figures at the
local level.
Retail sales in Calloway
County leaped from $60,888,000
in 1973 to $91,164,000 in 1974, a
gain of $30,276,000. In Murray,
retail sales jumped from a 1973
figure of $51,712,000 to
$77,554,000 in 1974, an increase
of $25,842,000. The total tax
assessment for Calloway
County for 1974 was reported as
$217,317,075.
"In spite of the layoffs, it is
the biggest year in history and
our projection for 1975 is even
bigger," Jim Johnson,
executive secretary of the
chamber told the board
members at the meeting.
Johnson said that inflation did
enter into the increase
somewhat but added that
"these (projection) figures
have been running within one-
half of one per cent accurate for
years."
The barometer projected
total retail sales in Calloway
County to reach $99,988,000 in
1975 while income was expected
to climb to $110,209,000.
Assets of local banks and
savings and loans increased
almost $8.5 million from 1973 to
1974, tea total of 1124,444,957.19.
Postal receipts, which showed a
drop from $507,978 in 1972 to
$497,162 in 1973, almost 911,000,
surged to a new record figure of
$609,563 in 1974.
Another big gainer from 1973
to 1974 was vehicle registrations
which jumped from 21,520 to
26,944; telephone stations in-
crease by almost a thousand,
from 14,287, to 15,204 and
electricty, water and natural
gas connections were all
reported up in 1974.
Population-wise, the report
showed an increase in the
residents of Murray from 15,324
in 1973 to 16,158 in 1974 and an
increase in Calloway County
from 30,350 to 30,957. Projec-
tions for 1975 predict Murray's
population to increase to 16,310
and Calloway County to 31,154.
Combined sales of nine
categories of merchandisers
reveal the major retail sales
increases for 1974.
A total of 24 lumber and
hardware dealers in Calloway
County increased their sales
from $6,954,000 in 1973, to a
whopping $12.289,000 in 1974.
Figures from 32 local
restaurant operations, which
had increased annual sales by
Less than $500,000 from 1967
through 1973, jumped by over $2
million between 1973 and 1974,
from $2,812,000 to $4,971,000.
Sales at 52 food stores in the
county, which increased from
$14.6 million in 1972 to $15.4
million in 1973 boomed to $20.8
million in 1974.
Sales at nine general mer-
chandise stores were listed as
$5.7 million for 1974 compared
with $3.2 million in 1973 and $3
million in 1972.
Retail auto dealers increased
their sales by $6.2 million, from
$18.8 million in 1973 to $25
million in 1974. Gasoline dealers
were up by over $2 million, from
$5.1 million in 1973 to $7.7
million in 1974. Apparel stores
increased sales from $2.9
million in 1973 to $3.7 million in
1974 and furniture stores
jumped from $3.9 million in
sales in 1973 to $6 million in 1974.
Figures for eight drug stores,
whose sales had increased from
$1,052,000 in 1971 to $1,191,000 in
1973, jumped to $1,759,000 in
1974.
The above news article, originally carried in the Feb. 25 edition
of The Murray Ledger ik Times, heralds a sound economic future for
local business.
Any business that is interested in progress and an increase in
volume, needs a well planned regular advertising program that not
only lets the consumer in on special sale items, but also tells the
consumer of special service: offered by the firm.
A well planned advertising program with The Murray Ledger &
Times will create additional volume and more profits for every
business in Calloway County and the surrounding area.
Get your shore of 1975, The Biggest Year In History for Calloway
County Business. Contact one of our advertising representatives
today by calling 753-1919. We wiU help you plan your advertising
campaign and assist you in tailoring your campaign to fit your ad-
vertising budget.
The Murray Ledger 8z Times
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TOURNEY WINNERS - Wesson who were wieners in the retort Mornay Weasea's UMW, Association
Toirrisonsesit ere, staissfing, left to right, Marilyn Chemin, Teresa Paschall, Leal* Carob, Jean Nand, Kay
Addison, Timmy Maggard, Meads NIP, Betty Dile*, key Caldwell, Pat Scott, Margaret Atertom, Hada
Drake, Jane Parks and Jody Usher. Frost row, %wire Rice, Ethel.'.. McCall.., Vickey Andrews, Janice




The annual meeting of the
Murray Women's Bowling
Association was held recently at
Corvette Lanes in Murray.
Officers were elected to serve
for the coming season from





treasurer, Pat Scott and
Sergeant at Arms, Mary Hut-
son.
The meeting climaxed with
the presentation of awards for
the local winners in the recent
city tourney held at Corvette
Lanes. The first place team was
the Hits and Misses. Members
included Judy Usher, Sondra
Rice, Margaret Morton, Jane
Parks and Judy Caldwell.
Winners included: first-place
doubles, Nancy Maggard and
Lucille Coruvin; first-place
singles, Ethelene McCallon; all
events (handicap), Sondra
Ram and all events (scratch ),
Marilyn Chatrnan.
The season about to close
recorded its highest mem-
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if you lock o pension plan of
work. the Intspon listonor eon
help you sisf up your own In.
dividuoi r•tirornont plan
Savings under approved plans
at. tax doclurtible
Iloginntng January I 9 75 .
•hooblo men and can sto
Osiris a tax-fro• amount up to
I k of thole oornod from, to
maximum of $1 500 each year
David King & Associates
INTEGON '
TOP TEAM - The Nits sod Misses woe the team c: hi
the recent* held Money Woonea's Dowling Asseciatioa Tour-
nament. Freon left to right teams userabers are Judy Usher, Sondra
Rico, Morgaret Morton, is.. Parks sad Judy Caldwell,
Old Dominion Named As
Top Small College Team
By The Associated Press
Old Dominion won on the
court last week and today the
Monarchs were victorious at
the polls-earning the No. 1
spot in the final Associated
Press college division basket-
ball rankings for the 1974-75
season.
Old Dominion, a 76-74 victor
over the University of New Or-
leans for the championship of
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association Division II tourney
at Evansville, Ind., picked up
20 first-place votes and 317
votes in the balloting by sports
writers and sportscasters
across the nation.
"It's great to be voted No. 1,
but I like the idea of proving it
On the floor, like we did last
week," said Old Dominion
Coach Sonny Allen, informed of
the final poll.
Old Dominion, 25-6, was No. 2
in last week's poll, which was
led by Kentucky State. The
Thoroughbreds lost to unherald-
ed Malone in the opening round
of the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics tour-
ney at Kansas City, and slipped
to fourth in the final rankings.
New Orleans, 23-7, just
nipped Grand Canyon, the
NAIA champion, for the run-
nerup spot in the final poll. The
Privateers picked up 161 points
to 159 for Grand Canyon, New
Orleans was sixth in the pre-
vious poll but Grand Canyon
wasn't even ranked, although
the Arizona school had only
three losses when it began play
in the NAIA and wound up with
a 30-3 record.
Gardner-Webb was fifth in to-
day's poll, followed by Assump-
tion, Jackson State, St. Mary's
of Texas, Midwestern of Texas,
Alcorn State, Tennessee State,
Gannon, Randolph-Macon,
Ryan Picking Up Where
He Left Off Last Year
By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Nolan Ryan is already in
late-season form.., and where
Ryan left off late last season
was with a no-hitter.
It came against the Min-
nesota Twins in his final 1974
start and was the third no-hit-
ter of Ryan's career. Monday,
the California fireballer made
his 1975 debut despite the lin-
gering effects of a slight
muscle pull in his right calf
and hurled three perfect in-
nings, striking out three, as the
Angels defeated the Cleveland
Indians 5-3 in an exhibition
baseball game.
As if that news wasn't
ominous enough for American
League batters, Ryan had some
more bad tidings for therm.
"My arm feels better this
spring than it ever has," base-
ball's strikeout king said. "It
felt strong the first day I came
to camp. I'm very pleased with
the effort, especially since I
hadn't thrown hard or in any-
thing resembling a game in
over a week. One of my goals
this season is to get off to a
fast start."
Ryan, who sometimes walks
as many as he fans, threw 37
pitches in his three-inning stint
and 23 of them were strikes.
"This ..is the best I've ever
seen Nolan throw in the
spring," said Harry Dalton, the
Angels' general manager.
Elsewhere, the Montreal
Expos and Houston Astros con-
tinued their spring streaks.. in
opposite directions.
The Expos rolled to their
eighth consecutive success, a 3-
0 victory over the Detroit Ti-
gers behind the six-hit pitching
of Steve Rogers and Dennis
Blair which lowered the team's
earned run average to 1.88. The
Astros suffered their sixth loss
in a row, bowing to the Boston
Red Sox 4-2 as four pitchers
held them to four hits.
Elsewhere, the Los Angeles
Dodgers defeated the Texas
Rangers 3-1, the Cincinnati
Reds downed the New York
Mets 7-4, the Chicago Cubs out-
slugged the Oakland A's 12-9,
the New York Yankees nipped
the Pittsburgh Pirates 2-1 and
the San Diego Padres trounced
the Milwaukee Brewers 8-1.
The Chicago White Sox edged
a split squad of Minnesota
Twins 2-1 while the rest of the
Twins lost to the St. Louis Car-
dinals 7-6 in 10 innings.
Playground Basketball Goes
Inside, It's Called The NIT
NEW YORK (AP) - There
was a time when these kids
were playing one-on-one or two
on-two in the basketball play-
grounds of New York City.
The rules were simple. You
won and you played again. You
10„St and you had to wait your
turn to be picked again. If you
were really good, you played a
lot of games in a row and even-
tually somebody called you a
champ.
They're still New York kids,
these youngsters from Manhat-
tan College and St. John's Uni-
versity-but now they're in
THE basketball playground,
Madison Square Garden.
And the rules haven't
changed. If they win tonight-
and only one team can since
they're facing each other---
they'll play again. If they lose,
they'll have to wait until next
year to be invited back. And if
they're really good, they'll end
up being called champions of
the National Invitation Tourna-
ment.
The Jaspers and Redmen
meet in the 9 p.m., EDT, sec-
ond game of the Garden twin-
bill to decide one of Saturday's
semi-final berths in this 38-
year-old classic, the oldest of
the postseason basketball tour-
neys. In the 7 p.m. opener,
Pittsburgh plays Providence.
The two other semi-finalists
will be determined Thursday
night wherr Ore Roberts-Paces •
Oregon and Princeton takes on
South Carolina.
But for now, there's more at
stake than merely another step
toward the NIT crown a far
Manhattan and St. John's are
concerned. For them it's the
"championship" of the city
that's up for grabs. "These kids
have known each other a long
time," says Lou Carnesecca,
coach of the Redrnen. "They've
played in grade school, high
school and the schoolyard
leagues."
And as almost any graduate
of the playground competition
can tell you, open-air basket-
ball with cement courts and
without referees breeds a
toughness that can't be taught.
The NIT itself was threatened
with becoming a battleground
of sorts recently when the Rev.
Jesse Jackson, head of Oper-
ation PUSH ( People United to
Save Humanity), suggested the
tourney might be picketed be-
cause it had failed to select a
black school for its initial 16-
team field.
The picketing was averted,
though, and on Monday Jack-
son met with Garden Pre-
sident Michael Burke and Pe-
ter Carlesimo of Forciham Uni-
versity, chairman of the NIT
Selection Committee.
BASEBALL .
CLEARWATER, Fla. -- The
Philadelphia Phillies purchased
right-handed relief pitcher Cy




The Minnesota Vikings signed
offensive guard Ed White to a
multi-year contract with the
National Football League club.
And Jackson said he had re-
ceived assurances that at least
one black school will receive an
invitation to future tourna-
ments, that athletic directors
from two black schools will be
elected to the selection com-
mittee and that the New York
chapter of Operation PUSH will
have a hand in promoting fu-
ture NITs.
Bentley and LeMoyne-Owen.
No. 15 Lehloyne-Owen, a poll
newcomer, won the NCAA Divi-
sion In title on Saturday at
Reading, Pa.
Grand Canyon got three first-
place votes, as did Jackson
State. Assumption and Ken-
tucky State each got one vote
for first.
Old Dominion only lost once
during the season to a college
division team, bowing to Flori-
da Southern on the road. The
Monarchs wound up 19-1
against NCAA Division II and
III opponents. Against Division
I teams-the big schools-Old
Dominion was 6-5.
"Balance has been the key,"
said Coach Allen of his top-
ranked Monarchs' season. "We
had five players averaging in
double figures, another aver-
aging nine points a game and
another eight."
Midwestern and Alcorn were
unranked in last week's poll.
They jumped into the rankings
this week by virtue of their
play in the NAIA tourney.
Grand Canyon beat Midwestern
in the NAIA title game and Al-
corn edged St. Mary's for the
NAIA consolation champion-
ship.
To make way for Midwest-
ern, Alcorn and LeMoyne-
Owens in the final poll, Akron,
North Dakota and Maryrnount
of Kansas dropped out.
By The Associated Press
The final Associated Press
Top 15 college division basket-
ball poll, with firstplace votes
in parentheses, season records
through Saturday, March 15
and total points. Points tabu-
lated on basis of 14-9-8-7-64-4-3-
2-1:
I. Old Dominion (20) 317
2. New Orleans 23-7 161
3. Grand Canyon ( 3)
30-3 159
4. Kentucky St. (1) 26-3 136
5. Gardner-Webb 23-3 98
6. Assumption (1) 22-8 91
7. Jackson St. (2) 25-4 83
8. St. Mary's, Tex, 27-7 60
9. Midwestern, Tex.31-6 58
10. Alcorn State 25-10 56
11, Tennessee St. 19-9 50
12. Gannon 25-4 42
13, Randolph-Macon 27-3 32
14. Bentley 25-2 31
15. LeMoyne-Owen 27-5 21
Cougars' Playoff
Hopes Still Alive
CHICAGO (AP) - "The
team knew this was it-we
have to win to stay in con-
tention for the playoffs," said
Chicago Cougars Coach Pat 
Stapleton.
The effort worked. Two third
period goals did the job Staple-
ton and the Cougars needed as
they edged Cleveland 3-2 Mon-
day night to move within six
points of the Crusaders for the
second playoff berth in the
World Hockey Association's
East Division.
In the other WHA game Mon-
day night, the Toronto Toros
edged the Houston Aeros 5-4.
Brian Coates won a faceoff in
Cleveland's end and Chicago
reserve Don Gordon slapped a
shot past Crusaders goalie Ger-
ry Cheevers for his third goal
of the season midway through
the third period to give the
Cougars the winning tally.
Stapleton and Rich Morris
also scored for Chicago.
Toros 5, Aeros 4
Jim Turkiewicz scored with
1:02 remaining in the third pe-
riod, boosting Toronto past the
Houston Aeros Monday night
before a WHA regular season
record crowd of 15,517.
Gainey Gets
Canadiens R
MONTREAL (AP) - Playoff
time in the National Hockey
League is getting closer every
day and, try as he may, Coach
Scotty Bowman of the Montreal
Canadiens can't help but be
pleased.
The Canadiens displayed all
the facets needed by a team
looking to the playoffs when
they jwped into a 1-0 lead 10
secondiinto the game on Mario
Tremblay's goal, got two from
Bob Gainey and defeated the
Atlanta Flames 5-1 Monday
night.
There were no other games
scheduled in the league.
Bowman 'could have used a
recording of remarks he made
Saturday night after his club
downed Los Angeles 3-0 The
Canadiens played the same
-ef- 06/4621kal be4h
clubs.
The victory gave the Cana-
diens 101 points for a 10-point
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3. Both clubs have only 10
games to play.
Bowman elected to start
Michel Larocque in goal, giving
big Ken Dryden a rest. He was
happy about the choice.
"Larocque needed that type
of game to get back in shape,"
Bowman said. "Atlanta is the
type of club that doesn't need
many goals to win if they score
first."
Larocque allowed only a goal
by Jacques Richard to spoil his
bid for his fourth shutout of the
season. The Canadiens had
built up a 4-0 lead by the time
Richard connected. ,
Coach Fred Creighton of the
Flames admitted his club's loss
was a costly one. It left the
Flames six points behind the
New York Islanders in the
e-nuggle kw the third .and WW1._
playoff berth in Division I.
'To win against Montreal you
have to play super hockey and
we weren't playing super
'All 'Tires Plus F.E.T. $2.16 to $3.60
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ALL-STAR COACHES -Coaches for the 24th Annual East-West Ali-Star Football Game were named recen-
tly by Eck Branham (center), Bawling Green, director of the game for the Kentecky High School Coaches
Association. Coaching the East will be Tom "Chia" Stapleton of Middlesboro, assisted by Fred Aterioni of
Beechwood. Gerald Poynter, coach of state champion Owensboro, will coach the West, assisted by John
Hine of Murray, From left are Hine, Poynter, Branham, Stapleton and Mariani. The game will be played
August 2 at the University of Kentucky's Commonwealth Stadium. Basketball coaches will be named
following the Boys' State Tournament.
Indiana Retains Lead




and Maryland, first-round win-
ners in the NCAA tournament
last Saturday, retained their
top four positions today in The
Asanciated Press College Bas-
ketball Poll.
But Marquette, a first-round
loser, nose-dived from fifth to
10th place and Clemson, 14th a
week ago, lost in the first round
of the National Invitation Tour-
nament in New York and fell
completely out of the rankings.
To the surprise of absolutely
nobody, Indiana's unbeaten
Hoosiers, who walloped Texas-
El Paso 78-53 in their NCAA re-
gional opener, received all 41
first-place votes for 829 points
from the nationwide panel of
sports writers and sports
broadcasters.
UCLA's Bruins, 24-3, who had
to go into overtime to beat
back a surprisingly tough pack
of Michigan Wolverines 103-91
in their tourney opener, re-
ceived 688 points.
Third-place Louisville, 25-2, a
91-78 victor over Rutgers, got
623 points and Maryland, 23-4,
received 564 points following its
83-79 triumph over Creighton.
Those four winners face their
next tests Thursday night lead-
big toward the end-of-the-month
Showdowns in San Diego. In the
regional semifinals, Indiana
faces 13th-ranked Oregon State,
UCLA goes against uru-ated
Montana, Louisville plays No.
12 Cincinnati and Maryland op-
poses ninth-ranked Notre
Dame.
Kentucky, 23-4, beat Mar-
quette 76-54 in their first-round
game and beat the Warriors
into the No. 5 position in the
poll, too, receiving 549 votes.





votes for sixth place, moved up
a notch in the standings, as did
Arizona State, with 374 for sev-
enth, and North Carolina State,
with 307 for eighth.
Notre Dame vaulted from
12th to ninth, winning 77-71 over
Kansas to win 204 points while
Marquette rounded out the Top
Ten with 201.
Alabama, lOth a week ago,
slipped one rung with 166
points, Cincinnati bounced out
of a three-way tie for 17th to
shoot up to No. 12 with 127 and
Oregon State, 15th a week ago,
edged up to 13th with 85 points.
Drake wasn't even in the Top
Twenty a week ago, but the
Bulldogs won the National
Commissioners Invitation Tour-
nament in Louisville, whipping
Arizona in the finals, and won
14th in the balloting with 65
points.
Rounding out the Top Twenty
are Pennsylvania, Ilth a week
ago but 15th now with 57
points; Nevada-Las Vegas, a
new entry with 39 points for
16th; Kansas State, another
new member with 38 points for
17th; Southern California, down
from 13th to 18th with 24; Cen-
tenary, down to 19th from a
share of 17th with 23, and Syr-
acuse, also a newcomer with 22
points for rith place.
With the new teams in the
rankings, Rutgers, Texas-El
Paso and Pan American as
well as Clemson were dis-
placed.
By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty, with first-
place votes in parentheses, sea-
son records and total points.
Points tabulated on basis of 20-
18-16-14-12-14-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1:
1. Indiana 30-0 820
2. UCLA 24-3 688
3. Louisville 25-2 623
4. Maryland 23-4 564
5. Kentucky 23-4 549
6. N. Carolina 22-7 405
7. Arizona St. 24-3 374
8. N.C. St. 22-6 307
9, Notre Dame 19-8 204
10. Marquette 23-4 201
11. Alabama 22-5 166
12. Cincinnati 22-6 127
13. Oregon State 18-10 85
14. Drake 19-10 65
15. Penn 23-5 57
16. Nev.-L.Veg. 23-4 39
17. Kansas St. 19-8 38
18. S.Calif, 18-8 24
19. Centenary 25-4 23
20. Syracuse 21-7 22




State, Michigan, Oral Roberts,
Oregon, Pan American, Prince-
ton, Providence, Rutgers, South
Carolina, Stetson, Texas-El
Paso, Texas Tech, Tulane.
Thorobred Club Meets
Overton Says He's Recruiting
Character in Cage Prospects
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sports Editor
Fred Overton spoke of better
things to come while the
coaches of springs sports at
Murray State University didn't
have a lot to say Monday night
at the Thorobred Club meeting
held in the Student Union
Ballroom.
Overton was extremely op-
timistic about the recruiting
going on under first-year
assistant coach Jim Calvin.
"His day of reckoning will
soon come, April 9," Overton
said, in reference to the first
date athletes are allowed to sign
national basketball letters of
intent.
"Al this stage, we've had
_better kids in here for visits
than we've ever had before. For
the Cameron State football
game, we had eight or 10 blue
chip players here on campus.
"Right now, I'd say we're in
The running on half of them. The
one we really want is Lawrence
Demmick. He's out of Indiana
and he's 6-8 and an All-
American.
"Louisville is really after
him. The coach up there thinks
he's one of the best prospects
they are looking at. At this
point, Demmick tells us he's
narrowed his choices down to
two schools, Iowa State and
Murray."
In his first year of coaching at
Murray State, Overton's team
compiled a 10-15 record, not bad
considering three starters were
lost before the season even
began because of the NCAA-
OVC controversy over the use of
defunct conversion tables.
The Racers will return five
starters plus a bunch of other
capable players for next season
"If we can get Demmick and
one super guard, it doeiml
make much difference what
else we recruit. We'll be in good
shape.
"We've been more select this
Joins Chargers
SAN DIEGO (AP) - After
six seasons in pro football, tight
end Craig Cotton has finally
joined the San Diego Chargers,
the National Football League
team which first drafted him in
1969.
The 6-foot-4, 225-pounder from
Youngstown University signed
a contract with the Chargers on
Monday.
Nets Have Largest Lead In
History Of Club; Beat Pacers
UNIONDALE, N.Y. ( AP -
The New York Nets have the
largest first-place lead in their
history today because Billy
Paultz "held" Indiana's George
McGinnis to 34 points.
Coach Kevin Loughery came
up with a St. Patrick's Day de-
fensive surprise Monday night
and credited it with helping the
Nets defeat the Pacers 124-116.
"That's great, making history
on St. Patrick's Day," said
Loughery, whose Irish nick-
name during his own playing
days was "Murph."
History? Well, by winning,
the Nets opened a three-game
lead over second-place Ken-
tucky in the American Basket-
ball Association's Eastern Divi-
sion. They never had that big a
lead last season during their
drive to the ABA championship.
Julius Erving, who had
guarded McGinnis while the
Nets were losing four of the
first six meetings with Indiana,
was switched onto Darnell Hill-
Ken-Lake Angus Association
Spring Sale
Saturday, March 22- 11:30 a. m.
Carmen Livestock Pavilion
Murray State University, Murray, Ky.
Selling 11 bulls and 39 females. Cattle represented are by top
herd sires in country. Such as: Bar Heart Winton; Emulous
Pride 70; 0-McHenry 208; Canadian Colossal; MQ Mr. Mar-
shall III; Avalanche of Wye; Amerson of Wye; Eileerunere
615; C 81 S Emulous K-72; Mentieth of Graham 37.
for catalog IL, lutvr/Niti9.1! gol!ftle! sale "Writler, D"
Stone, secretary-fieldman, Kentucky Angus
Association, 517 Estes Drive, Winchester, Ky., phone
606-744-6851.
man while the 6-foot-11, 240-
pound Paultz took McGinnis.
"The idea was to keep
McGinnis off the offensive
boards," Loughery explained.
"I knew he was going to score
on Paultz from the outside be-
cause he's a lot quicker. There
aren't many teams that can
keep him under 34."
Meanwhile, Erving limited
Hillman to eight points and
four rebounds, well below his
average.
"I'm not saying we would
have won any of the four
games we lost to them, but we
never controlled the game even
when we beat them and this
certainly helped," Loughery
said. "When we had Erving on
McGinnis it would wear him
out and he'd be tired down the
stretch. In addition, Hillman
and Billy) Knight have killed
Knight, who scored 39 points
and grabbed 18 rebounds
against Virginia on Sunday,
was limited to four points and
two rebounds against the Nets.
New York's front line of Lar-
ry Kenon, Erving and Paultz
combined for 79 points and 37
rebounds. The Nets never trail-
Hunting Crackers
ATLANTA) AP)-The Atlanta
Braves of the National League
have launched a search for
players and managers of the
Atlanta Crackers, the now
defunct minor league baseball
team.
The Braves will begin their
10th baseball season in Atlanta
April 15 by paying tribute to
the Crackers in a special preg-
ame ceremony.
AUTO RACING . .
GAINESVILLE, Fla. - Dale
Funk from Valley Station, Ky.,
dragster, captured Top Fuel
honors in the Gatornational
drag races at Gainesville Race-
way,
ed and took the lead for good
when Kenon's first-period jump
shot snapped a 19-19 tie. Kenon
scored 32 points, hitting 13 of 21
shots, and hauled down 11
rebounds. Erving added 24
points and 14 rebounds while
Paultz had 23 and 12.
Indiana, which had won four
games in a row, nine of 10 and
16 of 20, fell 2i5 games behind









































































































year in our recruiting. We're
hunting for character.
"We're more interested in
that than we are ability. We
want one or two good, solid
citizen-athletes. I'd like for you
to put it in the back of your mind
four or five kids we are really
after around an area 100 miles
from Murray.
"James Wells at Calloway
County. We'd love to keep him
here. He's super, a great kid
and his talent is unlimited.
-Then over at Mayfield,
there's Eddie Williams. A top
kid and a top citizen, he's being
heavily sought by Murray,
Vanderbilt and Austin Peay.
Jesse Williams is so impressed
with Eddie. He's been over
there today talking with him",
Overton said two more top-
line players the Racers are
wanting for next season are
Dwane Casey of Union County
and Victor Jordan at Christian
County.
"Kentucky is who we're
fighting for Casey. He and
Jordan would fit right into our
program because both are the
kind of kids we're wanting to
recruit.
"We're also interested in
Robert Martin at Carlisle
County and Cliff Robinson at
Paducah Tilghman. If any of
you people have any thfluence
of any of the people I've men-
tioned, we'd appreciate any
help you could give us.
"Talk to them if you see them
or drop them a letter and tell
them you're interested in seeing
them play at Murray State."
Overton spoke briefly of the
upcoming schedule for next
season. The Racers have road
games with Louisville, Kansas
and Oral Roberts plus the seven
conference road games.
All the rest of the games (14)
are at home. Teams coming to
Murray include Louisiana
State-New Orleans the runner
up this year in the Division II
Tourney to Old Dominion),
Indiana State and possibly
Chicago Loyola,
BASEBALL
Johnny Reagan didn't have a
lot to say. He couldn't because
of the weather.
His team last played a week
ago this past Sunday. Since that
time, they have been bom-
barded with rain, more rain,
snow and more rain.
Presently, the 'Breds have
won 11 and lost one, including
five of six this spring from Iowa
State.
"We have eight men right
now who can't play, including
three who are out for the
season.
"And they aren't the sore-
arm type injury either. If we
can just get a few of these
people back in the lineup, well
be okay.
Murray is scheduled to
resume play at 3 p.m. today
against nationally-ranked
Southern Illinois University at
Reagan Field.
GOLF
Although the golf season
doesn't officially open until
later this month, the Racers
already have one tourney under
their belts.
This past weekend, they
played at the McNeese In-
vitational at Lake Charles, La.,
and finished in second place,
just one stroke out of first.
"We had three of the top six
individuals in the tourney but
yet we didn't win it. That tells
you something about the
strength of our fourth, fifth and
sixth men.
"If we can get some con-
sistency going there, we'll be in
for a good season," Coach
Buddy Hewitt said.
East Tennessee is picked to
win the OVC with defending
champion Middle Tennessee
picked for second and Murray
for third. Host Eastern Ken-
tucky is picked fourth for the
event which will begin May 16 in
Richmond.
Last fall, the Racers had an
extremely successful season.
Murray won two team cham-
pionships and had three in-
dividual champions.
The Racers won the Mw-ray
State Invitational and the
Sewanee Classic, Bruce
Douglass won titles at the
prestigous LSU Invitational and
the Murray State Invitational
while Mike Hoyle won the title
at the Sewanee Tourney.
Besides Douglass and Hoyle,
sophomore Kevin Klier is also
returning to give the Racers a
solid top three spots.
TENNIS
Coach Bennie Purchell was
pessimistic
Of course he really had to be.
Gone from last year's team
are the number one, two and
three singles players, all of
whom, he thought he'd have
back for this year.
Mikko Horsma had to return
• to Finland to serve in the Army,
Wadlington's girlfriend
drew him back to Florida and 
ArnieKnudsen was declared
ineligible by the NCAA because'
he was in his fifth year of school
here and working on graduate
courses.
Only three regulars from last
year's team return. They in-
clude Mike Owen, who has
moved up to number one, Ross
Boling at number two and Del
Purcell at number four.
"I feel like it will be a long
year. But our freshmen should
get better as the season goes on
and hopefully, in another year,
we'll be strong again. But
anyhow, all of our home mat-
ches begin at 2 p.m. so come on
out and you'll get to see some
good tennis.-
TRACK
Cuthbert Jacobs. That turns
up the outlook for track season
and for Coach Bill Cornell.
The loss of the outstanding
world-class sprinter put an
early damper on the season but
now, the team is beginning to
show signs of gaining con-
fidence in themselves.
"We lost a leader as well as a
great track man," Cornell said.
Jacobs, who underwent knee
surgery back in early October,
will have to undergo surgery
again in two more weeks. But
since he's a senior and only in
his fourth year of school, he'll
be able to run next season.
"Our first meet was two
weeks after Christmas and we
didn't have much time to get
into shape," Cornell said.
"We finished eighth in an
eight-team meet at Illinois.
Middle Tennessee was third in
the same meet and Northeast
Missouri was second and
Western Illinois seventh.
"The next week, we ran at
Western Illinois so I figured we
could maybe beat them but
we'd lose to Northeast Missouri.
Well, we beat Northeast
Missouri and Western Illinois
won the meet.
"The next week, I told them
about the OVC's plans to take
away three scholarships from
track. That seemed to fire them
0P.
"We went to a five-team meet
at Middle Tennessee and we
were picked to finish last.
"We had three school records,
11 personal bests, one to qualify
for the NCAA and we won the
meet too."
Cornell said Western Ken-
tucky is favored to win the OVC
with Austin Peay second.
"Western will win and Austin
Peay will be second," Cornell
said.
"They are just too strong for
everyone."
"After that, it's a six-team
battle for third place. But I
think if we have a good day and
I talk to them some more about
losing the scholarships, I can
scare them into taking third."
The outdoor season was to
open today at Arkansas State
but the meet has been post-
poned because of a wet track.
The first meet will thus be this
Saturday in Stewart Stadium
against Southeast Missouri and
Miami of Ohio.
Field events will begin at
noon with track events set to
Start at 12:30 p.m. The public is
invited to attend the meet.
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Rehearsing for A performance at the fashion show to be
presented Tuesday. March 18, at 7:30 p. m. at the University
School auditonum is tne Murray State University Jazz Quar-
tet who are George King, saxophone, Dick McCreary, drums,
Ed Reddick, piano, and Tad Wye, bass guitar. The event will
feature fashions for men and women and is being sponsored
by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's club.





Bids To Be Taken On Facility
To House Research Institute
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP)
Bids will be taken within six
weeks on a new $3 million facil-
ity to house the Kentucky To-
bacco and Health Research In-
stitute here.
Study of the relationship of
tobacco and health continues
here in the meantime, despite
the lack of a building. Research
is currently being conducted in
various university departments.
On Monday the Kentucky To-
bacco Research Board ap-
proved an additional $2.1 mil-
lion for research.
More than $12 million has
been funneled into the institute
since Its establishment by the
1970 General Assembly. Its re-
search is financed by a special
half cent tax imposed on each
package of cigarettes sold in
Kentucky. The money will also
be used to finance construction
of the institute's new building
on the University of Kentucky
campus.
The Research Board has the
authority to approve projects
suggested by the institute and
to appropriate funds for such
research. More than $3 million
is received annually from the
special cigarette tax.
Institute director Dr. John
Wyatt outlined several research
projects to board members
Monday.
He said one roajor area of re-
search will be the study of the
relationship of nicotine and car-
bon monoxide to heart disease.
Another study will focus on
whether there are "high risk"
smokers who may be more sus-
ceptible to cancer than others.
Other areas of research in-
clude plant genetics, soil modi-
fication, and pesticide use on
tobacco plants.
Scientists will also study the
effect of smoking on the lungs
and will begin a study of selec-
tive filtration of chemicalin
cigarette smoke.
A conflict developed last De-
cember at the board meeting
as to whether the institute
should expand its research to
include more farmer-oriented
studies or should continue to
focus on medical related as-
pects of tobacco smoking.
On Monday the board was
read an opinion from the attor-
ney general's office which re-
stated the institute's function as
outlined in the 1970 legislation.
The opinion said research
should be undertaken to prove
or disprove charges against to-
bacco products, and to preserve
and strengthen the tobacco in-
dustry and tobacco programs in
Kentucky, specifically toward
proving or disproving questions
of health hazards, to tobacco
users.
Board Chairman Thomas
Harris said the board must
"keep abreast of problems the
industry is confronted with."
Dr. Arthur Stein, technical
advisor to the board, suggested
that members look at the issue
of so-called passive smoking.
He said 17 states have adopted
legislation restricting smoking
in public places.
Those introducing such legis-
lation appear more concerned
with the annoyance of smoking
than with possible health haz-
ards, he said.
"We will review this.., we
need to pay some attention to
the problems of iritation," Dr.
Stein said.
He said he would try to de-
velop a "working model" that
could be used to present scien-
tific facts to legislators consid-





(AP) — The old buckets that
for generations have hung on
New England's sugar maple
trees appear to be on the way
out for some producers, the vic-
tims of gauges, thermostats
and miles of plastic tubing.
"I've got one bucket on a
tree) up here — for nostalgia's
sake," says Daniel M. Johnson,
who has some 2,000 taps on the
maples on his small farm in
southern New Hampshire.
The taps are connected by
eight miles of tubing to 12
buckets placed along a
roadbed.
When Johnson wants to col-
lect the maple, he pumps the
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I CAME WITH DIANA PALMER RD
FIND YOU, HAVE YOU SEEN HER?
Voaq,
sap from the 12 buckets into a
500-gallon tank on the back of
his truck and transports it to a
nearby sugar house. There it is
boiled until it turns into maple
syrup.
"The whole trick is that in-
stead of going to 2,000 buckets,
I'm going to 12 buckets," he
said, recalling that when he be-
gan drawing sap 10 years ago
he bought 50 plastic taps with
tubing and 50 oldstyle buckets.
But the buckets have virtual-
ly vanished.
"I learned fast," Johnson
said. "The buckets were fun,
but the tubing is really great."
A neighbor, Charles W. Ba-
con Jr., has gone one step fur-
•ther toward mechanization, ad-_„
milting that perhaps "I've gone
a little ultra ultra.-
Bacon uses a vacuum system
that pulls the sap from the
trees through plastic tubing to
a series of buckets. From the
buckets, the sap is pumped to
the sugar house.
"This system gets from 50 to
100 per cent more sap than a
system with plastic tubing
alone," he said. "And the plas-
tic tubing supplies twice the
sap from the same number of
taps as the buckets."
Gauges monitor pressure in
the system and thermostats
shut machines on and off, de-
pending on whether the sap is
running. Bacon admits he
might have a little too much
equipment, but says he is a
gadgeteer who likes to tinker.
Johnson produces about 200
gallons of syrup a year and Ba-
con between 400 and 500 gal-
lons. Both say the demand for
maple syrup has increased in
recent years, with the current
interest in natural foods.
The New Hampshire Maple
Producers Association said
member growers produced
more than 53,000 gallons of syr-
up last year for a gross income
of between $650,000 to $750,000.
The first woman governor
was Nellie Taylor Ross, elected
governor of Wyoming Nov. 9,
1925, after the death of her hus-
band Oct. 2; she was installed
Jan. 5, 1925.
Boy Scout Troop 77 planted two thousand pine trees as part of its Conservation 
Project.
Scouts are, left to right, front, John Scherer, Mark Young, Jon Noffsinger, Wayne Higgins, stan-
ding, Dwain Hampton, Kent Harmon, Brett Warner, Doug Crafton, Alan Warner, Steve 
Scherer,
and Andy Wilson.
 Ford Proposes-$2-Billion Road  
Program Out Of Gas Tax Revenue
J
available to the beleagurect —
country.
Ford called the mis-
calculation on Cambodian aid
the result of "very sloppy book-
keeping in the Department
Defense."
WASHINGTON I AP) — Pres-
ident Ford plans to propose a
$2 billion-a-year bonanza for
the 50 states to build and repair
roads as they see fit.
White House sources said to-
day Ford will submit to Con-
gress within the next two or
three weeks a new federal high-
way program. The program
would return to the states half
of the present federal gasoline
tax of four cents a gallon.
This would come to about $2
billion a year.
Under the Ford plan states
would be able to spend the
money for road purposes as
they saw fit and would not be
required to contribute fixed
amounts to the federal inter-
state highway system, which in
many states is nearly complete.
As an example, Indiana Gov.
Otis R. Bowen told reporters
after meeting with Ford Mon-
day night in South Bend, Ind.,
that his state is giving its fed-
eral gasoline tax money to oth-
er states because Indiana Is
ahead of many in building the
superhighways.
Ford dined with governors of
six states at the end of a day-
long visit to Notre Dame Uni-
versity and promised to give
serious consideration to diver-
sion of federal gasoline taxes,
Bowen reported.
White Hous, sources said lat-
er that Ford, indeed, is plan-
ning to divert half of the gaso-
line tax receipts. Currently all
of the money goes to the feder-
al government, which, in turn,
spends it primarily for road
building programs, all of which
require varying amounts of
matching money from the
states.
Ford already has released $2
billion in impounded highway
funds mainly for use in up-
dating and renewing existing
road systems.
At a news conference during
the Notre Dame trip, Ford
made perhaps his strongest ap-
peal to date for his Indochina
policy and warned that the fall
of Cambodia "could affect the
national security of the United
States."
As part of his appeal, he in
yoked the "domino theory" that
the fall of one Asian ally would
lead to another, and ultimately
endanger the United States.
Ford said the survival of a
non-Communist government in
Cambodia is vital to U.S. secur-
ity. Citing the domino theory
and threats to U.S. allies in
Southeast Asia, Ford said, "... I
think the first one to go could
vitally affect the national se-
curity of the United States."
Ford has been pressing Con-
gress to approve emergency
military aid for Cambodia, but
Congress has been reluctant to
comply. However, government
officials disclosed Monday that
$21.5 million in unspent U.S. aid
for Cambodia has been dis-
covered and will be made
Flood Control Criticized
By West Kentucky Farmers
LAKE CITY, Ky. (AP) —
"You never know, with cattle,
hay, tools and other stuff in a
field, whether the river one
night will stand still or rise 10
feet."
That statement was made by
R. 0. Wilson, — one of several
Western Kentucky farmers who
voiced complaints Monday
about alleged farm damage
caused by the U. S. Army
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The farrners said water re-
leased from the dam inundated
much of their farmland and
that a heavy discharge of water
through the dam contributed to
a 19-foot rise in the Cumber-
land River.
Wilson said Lake Barkley "is
fairly low and we can't see why
enough water couldn't have
been held back to help us
some."
"I thought they built the dam
for flood control, not to create
a flood," said farmer Russell
Peek.
Water backing up from the
Cumberland through Livingston
Creek "covered hundreds of
acres of land and a heavily
traveled road overnight," Peek
said.
A spokesman for the Army
Corps of Engineers, however,
termed the situation "regret-
table."
"The flooding effect over-all
would have been heavier if we
had handled it differently,"
said J. T. Mitchell, chief of the
Reservoir Control Center for
the Corps' Ohio River Division.
Water was released through
the dam last week to prevent a
later crest above 50 feet on the
Ohio River at Cairo, Ill., he
said
In 1972 in the United States,
there were 3,256,000 births; in




Monday and Wednesday. Call
753-3582.
TO MY Good Friends and
Neighbors; Beginning Mon-
day, March 17, 1975, I, Clyde
Steele, will be back at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet ready and
willing to show you some used
or new cars. Please come by




All display ads, classified
display and regular
display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.
TV GUIDE—Delivered by mail
to your home weekly. $6.75 per
year—a saving of 50 per cent
from newstand price. Send
$6.75 to P. 0. Box 32-N,
Murray, Kentucky,
WATKINS PRODUCTS—
Specials just for you! Pickup
or free delivery. Geraldine
Mathis, 1705 Keenland. 753-
8284.
ANYONE SEEING person who
hit yellow 1968 Oldsmobile in
clinic parking lot, March 14,
please call 753-8057.
WANTED: RIDER to Orlando,
Florida, to share expenses.
Leaving Friday, March 21st.
Call 753-9282 after 5 p. m.
NEED CONFIDENTIAL in-
formation? Dial NEED 753-
6333, NEEDLINE.
MERLE NORMAN Cosmetic
Studio will close at 1 p.m. on
March 24, 25, and 26.
JACK or JILL—openings for
children. Infants-6 years
Drop-in service. 753-9922.
5. Lost And Found
LOST: Ladles' leather btllfold
taken from purse in car. If
found, write Shirley Cook,
Route 7, Murray. Reward,
Wanted
Office Person
Full-time employment for someone to work in office and sell
part-time. Prefer person capable of working with figurits









































































5 Lost And Found
$5.00 REWARD for return of
lady's eyeglasses, lost in Big
K, Sunday, March 16. 489-2510.
LOST MEN'S black billfold,
man is on disability and would
appreciate having it returned.
If found phone 753-9561.
6. Help Wanted
WANTED - MIDDLE age
woman to head community
center. Room and board, plus





DO YOU DREAM of having a
new car, home, and travel?
Why not let us show you how to
have these things and more.
Pay for it with a part time
income. Call for appointment
only. Couples preferred. 753-
3763.
14. Want T3 Buy 19. Farm Equipment
FERGUSON 20 tractor, ex-WANTED - ANTENNA with
cellent condition, no equip-pole. Will take dowtr Call 498-
ment. $1100. Call 753-2958 or8419.
753-6633.
13 H.P. electric motor, single
phase. Phone 753-8848.
COINS-AMERICAN. Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or sell.
Five silver dollars, $25.
Buying gold coins, un-
circulated. $1-pay $95. $2.50.
pay $50. to $75. $5-pay $80. $10-
pay $110. $20-pay $200. Paul F.
FakTe, 753-9232.
15, Articles For Sale
Waitress
Wanted
Apply in Person at
Seven Seas








interior, exterior, or painting.











The sooner you call,




THIS SPOT, that spot, traffic
paths too, removed with Blue










Ladies 1 Carat diamond
Solitaire in White Gold





TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lum-
ber. 5 x 5s and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,




33 feet, 1968, 6,1 KW gen.,
marine air and heat, well
equipped. $8,250. 753-3949.




organs. Rent to purchase plan.
Lonardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Paris, tennessee. Also the







27. Mobile Home Sales
ONE 10 a 56 trailer, good con-
dition electric heat and air
conditioning. Call B.B. Dill
753-1551.
_LIMITED OPENINGS for piano
and organ lessons. J & B
Music, 753-7575.
WURLITZER ORGAN-Two
.full key boards, percussion
section, 12 voice controls,
built-in cassette player, much
more. 753-2637 between 6:30-
9:00 p.m.
BURIAL INSURANCE up to
$2,000. Health, no problem.
Golan C. Hays. 753-1976.
SPRING COAT and dress, size 2
Toddler, Call 753-5898.
16. Home Furnishings
USED STOVE and refrigerator.




All Green Merchandise *
Sole ends Sot March
22





ME SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can still
have your old Kirby rebuilt for
$26. Trade-ins on new Kirbys
are worth up to $80. Come in
and see us soon. Kirby Sales &
Services, 500 Maple Street,
753-0359.
19 Farm Equipment
16' TILT TRAILER with two
axles. Call 753-7370.
FOUR ROW or six row in-
ternational planter. Call 492-
8339.
641 FORD TRACTOR, 1959, and
equipment. Call 489-2206.
2 ROW CORN header for a 45
John Deere. Good Condition.
Phone 753-2913.
Get The Top Hits





PIANO TUNING, repair and
rebuilding, prompt service.







1975 Production amasible eon
Fully approved by Forlorn En
virsamernal Protection Agency
Ple price increase over 1974
Arm* MOT 30, 1975.
eventity lacomns 100% ef-
fective ea majority el Gerrie. is-
sect. and hoissebeirl pests else
here is stool esee•y-makiny s,.
proved swim for barns end or&
cons mods by Watkins Products,
pioneer lasecticide company
Brigham Futrell
Route 6, Box 181
Murray, Ky.
Ph. 753- 5724.
Dry Wall Hanging & Finishing
•Sprayed Ceilings •Textured Ceilings





Build your future with this successful team
coil...
Coll Don Philpot




Holiday Inn, Paducah, Ky.
(50$2443-752i
March 17-1619 Mon -TuesoWril
Man m to 7 p rn Only




quilt, Wild Rose pattern. Call
753-0845 after 3 p. m.




etc. Azalia and other shrubs.
Sawmill lumber, compost, at
Old Murray Sawmill, 753-4147.
BE GENTLE, be kind, to that
expensive carpet, clean with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
home of "Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
INDOOR GYM set including
two sets bar bells. Less than
year old. Bargaini 436-5690.
GRAIN fed beef for sale.
Ready for freezer. Call 753-
.'575
PENTA TREATED 4 x 8 tim-
bers. 10 ft. 10 24 ft. Also 1" and




season fence sale. Sale price
extended through March 25.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-2310 for
free estimate. .
4 
OAK FIREWOOD for sale
912.50 per rick, delivered. eall
436-2315.
12 a 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at No.
31 Grogan Mobile Homes
(Highway 94).
32. Apartments For Rent
UNFURNISHED TWO
bedroom duplex, 1310 Duiguid
Drive, central heat and air,
carpet, patio. 753-7154, 753
8012, 753-1262
RETIRED COUPLES
Where one ,s 62 or over If your
net worth is less than 55.000 not
counting furniture or car and
qualify, the government will pay
o Jorge portion of your monthly
rental New I and 2 bedroom
apartments in Murray Manor
Central air conditioning and heat





38. Pets - Supplies
FEMALE SIAMESE kitten, $20.
Call 489-2683 after 5 p.m.
PARADISE KENNELS.
Boarding and grooming. Pick
up and delivery service now
available. Call 753-4106.
43. Real Estate
SHOULD YOU need to go to
hospital, here is the property
for you. Just across street on
South 9th. Wonderful three
bedroom brick with front
lounging porch and many
other fine features. See Wilson
Real Estate, across from post
office, or call 753-3263.
46. Homes For Sale
OWNER FINANCING
Available-no hassle and
refusals on this one. Large 11
room home with two car
garage, workshop, garden
area, many trees, located in
county. Many possibilities
here and only $19,500. Call us
now for viewing and in-
formation. Moffitt Realty, 753-
3597.
NEW THREE bedroom brick, 2
full bath, dining room, 2
fireplaces, 20 x 22 family
room. Transferable loan, low





3 bedroom brick veneer house
near Coldwater, living room
dining-kitchen, built-ins, bath.
completely carpeted, air con-
ditioned, electric heat, laun-
dry, carport.
Call 153-0660 or 131-2116 af-
ter 6:00 p.m. - ask for Jerry.
9. Used Cars & Trucks
1473 CHEYANNE Pickup all
power, excellent condition,
must sell. $2495.00. Call 436-
2415.
19$8 CHEVROLET Van, good
condition, equiped for cam-
ping V-8 automatic. Call 489-
2264 after 5:30 p.m.
50. Campers
FIVE ACRE tracts in restricted
development only minutes
from Kentucky Lake. Located
on blacktop road just north of
Hamlin, Ky. Electric and
phone are at the property.
Financing available. Low
down payment. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505 Main
Street, Murray, Ky. (502) 753-
0101 or 753-7531.
THE QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call or




carpet, disposal, range, dish-
washer, washer-dryer hookup,




all electric, unfurnished one
and two bedroom apartments.
On Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
FURNISHED OR unfurnished
two bedroom duplex apart-
ment at 1300 Peggy Ann Drive.
Call 492-8225.
NICE FURNISHED apartment.
Available for weekly or
monthly rental. May be seen









37. Livestock - Supplies
LADIES' WESTERN saddle
and gear. Call 753-2467 after 4
p.m.
PIGS FOR SALE. Call 753-9681





Excellent pets for children.
$50. 435-4589 after 5.
AKC REGISTERED puppies







TOY POODLE, white male,
nine months old, bought at Pet
World. Call 753-7150.
ROBERTS REALTY located on
South 12th at Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. Call 753-
1651 or come by our office. We
like to talk REAL ESTATE.
44. Lots For Sale
FOR RENT-Private lot on
Roberts Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30
per month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9193 after 2
p.m. or 753-4655.
45. Farms For Sale
BY OWNER-Farm, 70 acres
more or less. Two miles
northeast of Almo Heights on
Perry Road. Six room house
with kt bath. Three acres
fenced for hogs, two hog
houses, fair stock barn. 12
acres in woods, 13 acres
cultivated last year,
remainder fenced for cattle.
Pond and spring water for
stock. Fruit trees and 14
walnut trees. 753-4710 after
6:30 p.m.
BY OWNER: Nine month old
brick home on large corner lot
in quiet family neighborhood.
Three bedrooms, two baths,
large living room and 18 x 28
kitchen-family room com-
bination with fireplace and
built-in appliances. $37,000.
Call 753-8120. See at 800 North
20th Street.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER-Three bedroom,
newly redecorated inside and
out, new carpeting, on acre lot.
One car garage. Two miles
from Murray. Call for ap-
pointment. Call 753-4931.
306 NORTH 7th Street-a
convenient location and a nice
three bedroom home with
fireplace in living room, extra
deep lot for garden, home has
new carpeting and is newly
decorated throughout. Only
$16,500. See it today. Moffitt
Realty, 753-3597 or evenings
753-5068.
FRAME HOUSE and five acres
Land. West of Midway. Call
_ 497-8779 arta.
NICE TWO bedroom house at
1416. Vine, ideal for young
couple or elderly couple 753-
9761.
NEW HOUSE for sale in
Gatesborough. III story
contempory styled. Four
bedrooms, 3 baths. Many
extras in house, including
Cathedral ceiling, balcony,
central vac and intercom. Call
753-9208.
47. Motorcycles
HONDA SL, 125, motor just
rebuilt. Knobby tires, 753-
3830.
1972 YAMAHA 250 dirt bike.
New paint, seat, transmission,
Korn shocks, and tires. $900
invested. $500 or trade for car
of equal value. 753-8606 days.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1965 PLYMOUTH, six cylinder,
1968 Oldmobile Cutlass, 1962













GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, roto-
tillers, and small engines. 436-
5525.
WILL REPAIR guns, or old










man, Trail Star, Fold down,
unique. Good used trailers, %














Custom Built Furniture, six
miles south of Murray on




patio covers. Will Ed Bailey,
492-8897 or Bobby Lawrence
492-8879.
CONTACT' SCHOLAR Brothers
for all your bulldozing,
backhoe work, or trucking
needs. Phone Aurora, 354-8138
or 354-8161 after 7 p.m.
JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
and Electric Repair Service.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m, or after 5 p.m.
ELECTROLUX SALES de
Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
Box 213 Murray or call 1-382-
2468, Farmington.
1964 INTERNATIONAL ansak---T.3CENSED ELECTRICIAN-
grain bed. Call 753-0890. 1 Prompt, efficient service. No
job too smalh-Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.1974 DATSUN 260-Z, bronze,
automatic, air, AP wheels,
AM-FM, eight track, fully
loaded. Listed for $6800. Firm
$4900. 753-8606 days.
TRUCK BEDS. Grain trucks
460 IH tractor. 1965 GMC with
roll back bed and winch. 1973
GMC pickup. 1960 Chevrolet
pickup. 1974 Grand Prix SS
May see at Ashland Station in
Coldwater. Phone 489-2299 or
247-3895.
1969 FORD COUNTRY Squire
Wagon. 32,000 actual miles,
four Michelin radial tires, like
new condition. $1500. Also 15'
Fiberglass Runabout boat,
walk through windshield,
convertible top, 60 H. P
Johnson outboard, aqua blue
with white top, $1803. Call 753-
7320 after 5 p. m.
SHIR-CAR WELDING: Small
but efficient fabrication or
repair. Now is the time to
prepare for spring. Free





Storage sheds up to 12 x 30,
lake cabins 24 a 24, gravel
hauling and driveways. South




will do interior or exterior
work by the hour or job. 435-
4480.
SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
753-7370 after 8 p.m.
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
shop old ice plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish car-
pentry, contracting. Phone
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.
Professional Carpet Cleaning




CARPENTER WILL do all
kinds work. Been working




GlItTERING - SEARS all
aluminum seamless gutters
with baked on white or colored
enamel. Call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free estimate.
54. Free Column
FREE TO good homes. Two
four month old kittens. Both













1972 DATSUN pickup 1600
Factory Air. Topper. $1850
Call 753-8133.
1967 OPEL SPORTS Coupe,
good condition. Call 753-0428,
1974 FORD TRUCK, eight
tylinder, automatic, tran-
sm Lssion, like new, 4,000 miles.
753-8014.









All Wigs  slOw
Styled to suit the individual free
Large Variety To Choose From
Riviera Beauty
Salon
Lot 24 Riviera Courts
Formerly Tease & Please Beauty Shop
Now Under New Management
Lee Courtney, owner & operator;
Marion Hones, operator
Specializing in precision cuts and blow
waving, long hair, up dos, permanents,
hair coloring, individual styling,
bleaching and manicures. Also mpo'k_
•
For AppointmentCall 7530757
After 5:00 Call 753-8493
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_ I Funerals 1
Rube Davis Dies At
-- ospital Monday
Rube H. Davis of 502 South
Sixth Street, Murray, died
Monday at 10.30 p. m. at the
Veterans Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn
A retired farmer, he was a
member of the Old Providence
Methodist Church and a veteran
of World War I. He was as years
of age.
Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. Ophelia D. Oliver, and one
niece, Mrs. Frida Cunningham,
both of Memphis, Tenn.
The Blalock-Celeman
Funeral Home will hex, charge




The funeral for Ovie Williams
of Murray Route Six is being
held today at two p. m. at the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
with Rev. Gerald Owen and
Rev. Eura Mathis officiating.
Denny Smith, Van Futrell,
Keys Wells, Ronald Thompson,
Jerry Falwell, and Tommy
Elkins are serving as
pallbearers. Burial will be in
the Elm Grove Cemetery with
the arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Williams, age 70, died
Sunday at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Loris May
Elkins Williams, and one sister,
Mrs. Lola Willoughby.
Joe B. Dortch Dies
This Morning With
Funeral Wednesday
Joe B. Doric!) of Murray
Route Seven died this morning
at four o'clock at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 63 years of age.
The deceased was employed
as a mechanic at Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc., Murray. He
was a member of the Martin's
Chapel United Methodist
Church and Murray Lodge No.
105 Free and Accepted Masons.
Mr. Dortch and his wife, the
former Amy West, who sur-
vives, were married August 18,
1928. Born May 30, 1911, in
Stewart County, Tenn., he was
the son of the late Logan Dortch
and Montana Kennedy Dortch.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Amy West Dortch, Murray
Route Seven; one daughter,
Mrs. Carlow ( Hilda) Stevenson,
Hophinsville; two sons, Joe W.
Dortch, South 16th Street,
Murray, and' Eddie Dortch,
Pactucah: four grandchildren,
Stephanie Barnes, Pamela Kay
Dortch, Vicki Dortch, and
Donnie Dortch.
Also surviving are four
sisters, Mrs. Joe (Frances)
Oshea, Dover, Tenn., Mrs.
Lottie Lynn, Madison, M., Mrs.,
Bell Largent and Mrs. Lena
Taylor, Granite City, Ill.; three
brothers. Harry Dortch,
Collinsville, M., Batson and
Wilson Dortch, Dover, Tenn.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. Phillip
McClure officiating. Burial will
be in the Wofford Cemetery in
Stewart County, Tenn.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p. m.
today f Tuesday).
Carroll Paints Bleak Picture Of
Economy In The Commonwealth
Rev. William Leon Drennan,
pastor of Old Salem Baptist
Church, Murray, was ordained
to the gospel ministry on Sun-
day, March 16, at two p. m. at
the Walnut Grove Baptist
Church, Fredonia, with the
charge being given by his
brother-in-law, Rev. Steve
Thomason. Rev. James Lovett
is Walnut Grove pastor. Rev.
Earl Warlord of Murray was
present as a member of the
Council formed by clergymen
and deacons of the Caldwell
County Baptist Association.
Rev. Drennan will be
preaching at services at Old
Salem on Sunday at eleven a.
m. and six p. m. and on Wed-
nesday at seven p. m.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Martel News Service
Saturday March H. Murray, Ky.
Murray Livestock Market Livestock
weighed on amval.
Compered to LAW Week : Slaughter cows
$1 J0.=. leaders steady
Cows: Utility $111.30.21.M. C ot-
ter $111.1114Lit Crow 914 00.111.311.
FeederStse,iChoice 200,100 lbs. $21.30
24.75, Good 24044010s. $17502120
Feeder Heifers Mike 200.400 lbs.
$19 50-22 50, Good 300.400 Ite. $11.50 to
$1950
STAG NIGHT
Stag Night will be held at the
Murray Country Club on
Thursday, March 20, with John
McCage and Don Robinson in
charge of the arrangements
Clarification
The Terri Lynn SilLs, 19, of
Marshall County, charged in a
drug raid here last week, is not
Terri Lynn Sills, age 17,
daughter of Rev. and
Terry Sills, 2549 LaCI e,
- Padutuill,. and 'dater. of..  
Mark Paschall of Murray. (The
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Simon tokt the Senate Budget
Committee he finds reason for
cautious optimism in the sharp
decline in short-term interest
rates, the rehiring of laid-off
automobile workers and the
slower rise of consumer prices.
Although Simon stopped short
of saying he would recommend
a veto if the Senate tax-cut bill
becomes law, he said he consid-
ers the House figure In the
ballpark."
The House bill, $3.7 billion
higher than Ford recommend-
ed, would provide a greater
amount of tax relief to lower-
and middle-income families
than the President had pro-
posed.
The Senate bill goes much
farther and concentrates the
tax relief on the working poor
and on large families making
under $20,000 a year.
For example, a family of four
earning $15,000 a year would
pay $166 less in 1974-75 taxes
under the Senate bill than un-
der the measure approved by
the House.
At the $20,000 income level,
the House bill provides no re-
lief, except for a virtually
across-the-board rebate on 1974
taxes of up to $200. The Senate
measure also would cut such a
family's 1975 taxes by $72, in
addition to the 1974 rebate.
Both bills would eliminate
federal income taxes for a fam-
ily of four with $5,000 or less in
adjusted gross income.
The House would provide
such a family a $100 refundable
credit, and a similar amount to
single persons in the working-
poor category.
The Senate would allow a
MO refundable credit — but
only for families with children
— at that income level.
The House and the Senate Fi-
nance Committee agreed on an
$8.1-billion rebate on 1974 taxes,
with each family or single tax-
payer receiving a check for
$100 to $200 in May.
In a related development,
Federal Energy Administrator
Frank G. Zarb said Monday
that the administration and the
House Ways and Means Com-
mittee are in -60 per cent
agreement" on a compromise
energy program. He indicated
that the timetable for such a
program was one thing that re-
mained undecided_
The panel is considering an
energy bill sponsored by Rep.
Al Ullman, 0-Ore., chairman of
the panel. The bill calls for a
tax hike of 37 cents a gallon by
1980 on gasoline above a basic
weekly amount.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll has painted
a rather bleak economic pic-
ture of Kentucky in his plea to
President Ford for federal as-
sistance in several fields.
A 26-page document Carroll
took along Monday to Notre
Dame University—where he
and six other governors met
with the President—recites the
woes and needs of the com-
monwealth.
Among the problems listed:
—Two-fifths of jobless Ken-
tuckians are not eligible for
unemployment insurance bene-
fits and "the current alterna-
tive is adding them to the al-
ready swelling welfare rolls."
—A new federal program as-
suming the duty of caring for
the needy, aged and disabled
has in many cases led to a cut
to recipients. To make up this
deficit Kentucky will spend $6
million this year alone.
—One-third of Kentucky's
476,000 persons over 60 are liv-
ing below the poverty lev-
el. On other matters, the gov-
ernor told the President that
Kentucky favors a strip mlng
control bill and a national sev-
erance tax, but with quali-
fications.
First, he said, the pending
strip mining measure would ex-
tract about $40 million the first
year from the state's coal in-
dustry through reclamation
fees.




The first District Kentucky
Welfare Association will hold its
general membership meeting
March 25, 1975. It will be held at
the Purchase Area Develop-
ment District Office in Mayfield
at 10:00 a. m.
Mrs. Lela Crook, State
President of KWA will be the
guest speaker at the meeting.
There will be a presentation of
the organization's membership,
program and legislative goals
for this year. All KWA members
and interested citizens are
cordially invited to attend this
meeting. Tom Massie,
President, will be presiding.
KWA is an organization made
up of professional personnel in
public and private agencies and
lay citizens interested in im-
proving the social service





Gaye Brewer of Fairdealing
has been selected by the facilty
in the Department of
Philosophy at Murray State
University as the outstanding
senior philosophy student.
Mrs. Brewer, who will
graduate in August, has a minor
in philosophy and a major in
biology. Her husband is Rick
Brewer, who is a senior political
science major at Murray State.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Elrod of Kevil, Mrs.
Brewer was the valedictorian of
the 1971 graduating class at
Ballard Memorial High School.
She has been on the Dean's List
each semester she has been
enrolled at Murray State.
She is also a member of Alpha
Chi national honor society for
scholarship and Beta Beta Beta
honorary biology society and a
former member of Alpha
Lambda Delta honorary
scholarship fraternity for fresh-
man women.
Nancy Lu Horwath, member of the Sigma Delta.Chapter of
the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, right, was presented a check
from the Tau Phi lambda Sorority of Murray for being selec-
-Ted as riliPe-nl K•
_.sorority to a student at Murray State University. Making the
presentation was Cynthia Hart, sorority president. Miss Hor-
wath is a home economics major.
&nation fees collected in Ken-
tucky to the state. Under the
proposed legislation Kentucky
would get back less than half
the fees collected.
Secondly, Carroll said, Ken-
tucky wants credit for all sev-
erance taxes paid under its own
tax, which produced $90 million
in revenue last year.
On federal programs relating
,to health and the elderly, Car-
roll said Kentucky stands to
lose about $50 million in federal
aid next fiscal year because of
budget cuts.
"This is not the time to con-
sider reducing federal spending
for vital human need pro-
grams," Carroll said. "Ken-
tucky is not financially able to
pick up the slack in such spend-
The governor supported
Ford's plan to continue the rev-
enue sharing program for an-
other five years, and he asked




FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Jerry Alleyne, on the staff of
the Kentucky Education Associ-
ation, filed today as a Demo-
cratic candidate for superinten-
dent of public instruction.
Alleyne, who lives at George-
town and works here, is a na-
tive of Hopkinesville. He has a
master's degree in education
and administration.
Alleyne cited his broad back-
ground in elementary, secon-
dary and post secondary educa-
tion.
He said his platform will con-
sist partly of a call for more
state expenditures per pupil.
"This can be done without an
increase in taxes," he said.
"What is needed is a reas-
sessment of priorities in state
government spending."
Alleyne said he is convinced
Kentucky's high dropout rate
from high schools is due to the
lack of programs students feel
they need.
Audubon. . .
(Ceatianed treat Page 1i
tract surrounding a mile of the
creek to preserve the land and
its wildlife.
Film studies made during the
summer show the effects of rain
an the creek and its inhabitants,
the creek at night, with time-
lapse shots of resurrection ferns
unfolding and the world of
decay with fungi; slime molds,
the bess beetle and slugs.
Ending the first section of the
film is a sequence depicting the
life histories of dragonflies,
spiders, and wasps. Dragonfly
nymphs catch tiny fish, the
garden spider wraps dragon-
flies in its web, the jumping
spider dances for a mate, and a
mud daubber builds its nest,
stuffing it with spiders.
Winter scenes emphasize the
large animals particularly
active at that time of year A
sequence shows the nesting of
the rare caracara and its close
association with black and
turkey vultures. The barred owl
and red-shouldered hawk nest
in the cypress. And the otter and
alligator take their places as




enable the state to plan ahead.
Carroll also wanted more in-
formation on the impact of pro-
posed federal cuts in elementa-
ry and secondary education
programs—adding he hopes at
least that the spending level for




Net income of the TVA power
system for the six months ended
December 31, 1974, was $9.4
million, compared with $16.5
million in the corresponding
period a year ago, according to
TVA's quarterly report on
power operations. Net income
was less than one-third of the
$35.7 million semiannual
required payment to the U. S.
Treasury as a return on Federal
appropriations invested in the
past in power facilities.
Energy sales for the six
months — the first half of TVA's
1975 fiscal year — totaled 53
billion kilowatthours, down
slightly compared with the
July-December period a year
earlier. Operating revenues of
$505 million were $103 million
higher because of rate ad-
justments, but operating ex-
penses grew more rapidly than.
revenue. The increase in ex-
penses-was catiaestprimarily .by-
higher fuel costs and a large
increase in the amount of high-
cost electric energy purchased
from other electric systems.
LEXINGTON, Ky. I AP(—Jef-
ferson County Judge Todd Hol-
lenbach criticized Gov. Julian
Carroll's freeze on state proj-
ects Monday, saying it did not
save the taxpayers any money.
In a prepared text to be giv-
en at a press conference here,
the Democrat said the freeze
hindered development of such
important projects as the state
horse park here.
Hollenbach is seeking the
Democratic nomination for gov-
ernor.
"The freeze on spending, in-
cluding the horse park, has cost
the tax-payers some $12 million
which was simply eaten up by
inflation and the price in-
creases which went into effect
while the freeze was in force,"
----nein themselves.he said.
-The high unemployment fig-
ue also is directly related to the
freeze," he said.
"It simply means that the
governor doesn't understand fi-
nance or how to operate a high-
ly complex government," he
said
Pictured at the University of Miami Drug Training Center in
Miami, Florida are, left to right, Steve Durbin, Ruth
Daughaday, Cynthia Hart and Willard Ails.
Drug Education Council Members
Attending Special Meet, Florida
Four members of the local
Council on Drug Education —
Willard Ails, Ruth Daughaday,
Steve Durbin and Cynthia Hart
are attending the United States
Office of Education Regional
Training Center in Miami,
Florida, for the purpose of
learning to help communities
The emphasis is on iden-
tification of the drug-alcohol
problem. The program consists
of two weeks on-site training,
after which a certificate of
participation from the
University of Miami will be
awarded. The participants will
bring back to the community
new ideas on the approach to
drug education both to young
people and to adults.
This training was made
available through a grant
received from the United States
Office of Education. The group
upon their return will be
available for consultation and
active participation in drug
education programs.
The University of Miami
Training Center provides visits
by the program directors to the
community for follow-up
assistance.
Administration Hopes To Ease
Into Metric System Gradually
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Ford administration hopes to
ease America into the grams-
and-meters metric system with-
out benefit of government aid
to the workers and industries
that have to buy new tools, a
top official says. -
Undersecretary of C,orrunerce
John K. Tabor confirmed that
the proposal, soon to be sent to
Congress, will be essentially
the same as one advocated by
President Richard M. Nixon
which failed to win congression-




Beverly G. Yeiser, Sr.,
candidate for Kentucky
Commissioner of Agriculture in
the May Democratic Primary,
was in Murray recently on a
campaign swing.
Speaking on campaign issues,
Yeiser said "I think it is a basic
desire in all men to want to
move forward and help his
fellow man. The agricultural
industry is facing some of its
greatest challenges in the years
ahead; I want to share my
agricultural experience with
other farmers and be part of
Kentucky's aggressive
agricultural programs."
Yeiser will vie for the




Ft. Eustis, Va. ( AHTNC) Feb
11 — Specialist Five James A.
Wilson, whose parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Relinon Wilson, and wife,
Sandra, live at 1007 Olive St.,
Murray, Ky., completed a
noncommissioned officer
(NCO) education system course
here.
The course was conducted at
the Army Transportation
School. Students received in-
struction in the duties and
responsibilities of a NCO in the
basic aviation field.
Social Concerns
The Social Concerns Com-
mittee meeting, scheduled for
Thursday. March 20, as been
postponed The meeting will be
held at a later date with the
time to be announced.
Different School
Navy, Airman Claudia G.
Kemp, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles D. Kemp, Murray,
has.. reported for Aviation
Electronics Technician School
as Memphis,- Tenn., instead of-
the Mess Management
Specialist School as reported in
the news release from the Navy
Department.
The legislation would create
a national metric conversion
board to advise industry, con-
sumers and agriculture on how
to adopt the metric system on a
voluntary basis over a 10-year
period.
Labor unions and small busi-
nesses long have opposed the




last year to write in subsidies
for small firms and individual
workers who provide their own
tools, but administration back-
ers chose to kill the bill rather
than allow that.
"The administration believes
that the federal government
should not pay business, in-
dustry or others for the change
to metric," Tabor said. "A key
reason for a gradual transition,
instead of an overnight change,
is the recognition that, over a
10-year period of time, tools
and equipment will be replaced
in the ordinary course and
costs can thus be absorbed
without disruption.
Tabor spoke Monday before
the first annual conference of
the American National Metric
Council, sponsored by several
large corporations. Big busi-
ness generally favors the
switch to metric because of its
advantages in international
trade.
Noting that Common Market
countries have demanded that
all U.S. exports meet metric
standards by 1978, Tabor de-
clared that the conversion "is
vitally important to the com-
munities, factories and workers




The National French Contest,
sponsored by the American
Association of Teachers of
French, is given annually to
some 40,000 high school French
students throughout the United
States,
Dr. Bertrand Ball, associate
professor of French at Murray
State University, will direct the
contest for students in Western
Kentucky on Saturday, March
22, at ten am, at Murray State.
Students will be competing
for scholarships and cash
prizes. D. Ball said
Participating in the contest on
Saturday will be students of
Mrs Anne McNeilly, Mayfield
Middle School; Mrs. Beth
Belote, Mayfield fligh school:
Mrs.: Mary Ann t/patiaw,
Paducah Tilghman High
schoo • Miss Rita..Wilson. St.
Mary's High School; Mrs. Myra
Bourland, South Hopkins High
School; and Mrs. Ruth Howard,
Murray High School.
sale overseas."
"We cannot effectively com-
pete using a different language
of weights and measures," he
said.
All other nations except
Brunei, Burma, Liberia and
Yemen either use or are com-
mitted to the metric system.
Metric labeling and packag-
ing is already showing up in
canned supermarket goods, and
new cars show both miles and
kilometers per hour on their
speedometers. Other products,
such as films and pharmaceu-





Pre-Easter services will be
held at Story's Chapel United
Methodist Church on Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday, March
20-22, at 7:30 p. m. each
evening.
Max Hurt will be the speaker
on Thursday, Sid Easley on
Friday, and Rev. Phillip Mc-
Clure on Saturday.
The pastor, Rev. A. H.
McLeod, Jr., said there will be
special music each evening and
the public is invited to attend.
1MP.STOCK MARKET*
Prices of stock 01 1 interest at man,
EDT. today, formahed to the Ledger
Timm by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows
U. S. Homes 7 96
Kaufman & Broad II%
Ponderosa Systems a% -%
Kimberly Clark Si -9is
liniaa Carbide 56,i, Inc
W. R. Grace 354 -4








Franklin Mint 1999 -%
Pricsis of stocks of local interest a:
today furnished to the Ledger & Mine, u)
I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Aires 1$91 .04
Amer. Motor V.4 -99
Ashland ad -%
AT&T 31% uoc
Boise Cascade.  IS -%
Ford . 37% +to
Gen. Motors 46% -1%
Gen Tire 14% -99
Goodrich IS% +%
Gulf Ott 19% -96
Pennwalt 
Quaker Osts IT% -441
Singer 13% 46
Tappan 6% AS




Federal State Market New, Service March
Is. 1975
Kentucky Purrhaw Area Hog Market
Report Includes *Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1037 Est 600 Barrows &
Gilts $1 lower Sows mostly Me Wirer
US I-3 203.230Lbs .. .ssizi-san
US 14 2111,110 Us. 
US 14 WIN Lbt. id7.13-31.112
US 14 21/114110 $21.7547.16
Sows
US 1-2 Mita LW. 11111.3643.20
US 1-3 3110•4111 Lbs.  111.1•41Lgi
US 1-3 Shaggi Lim 
US 2-3 300-2•0 Lte. RIM
Boars S20 M-77 30
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 358.5,
up 0.2.
Below dam 339.6, up 2.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.1,
up 0.3.
Below dam 347.8, up 0.4.
Sunset 7:08. Sunrise 7:04.
Moon sets Tuesday 12:48 a
m., rises 11:07 a. m.
Robyn Roney and Sandy Hargrove, both from Murray, look
at some of the branch career field information open to
women in the U. S. Army. Robyn and Sandy, juniors at
Murray State, are the first women to enter the ROTC Ad-
vanced Corps at ,viurray State. They will also attend the first
advanced summer camp for women, held at ft. Riley, Kansas
this summer. Upon graduation each will be commissioned
as Second Lieutenant in the United Stales Army.
"HELP SAVE A CHILD
TODAY"
Although the use of containers that can-
not be easily opened by children has cut down
considerably on accidental poisonings, there are
still far too many unnecessary des Ohs and in-
juries caused by carelessness. If every one of
us made it a point to eliminate just one po-
tential danger, think how many more chil-
dren's lives might be spared.
How about checking In your home today
to be sure that prescriptions and other medi-
cines are out of a child's reach and are away
from where little hands can get at them.
104N 5th
We Are Now Open On Sundays
from 1 .00 p.m. until 5.00 p.m.
Free Delivery—No Service Charge
Open 63 Hours Per Week
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Murray. KV 420"..1
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